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EXf,CUTTVE SUMMARY
General
The overall aim of the study was to assemble existiIlg data otr the fish, macro-invertebrate,
macrophlte and algal assemblages ofthe fuver Thames for assessing the possible impacts ofany
Severn-Thames transfer schemes. The principal impacts ofthe transfgr soheme arc considered
briefly for each group ard future sampling schemes arc recommended which should allow the
impacts of any release of augmedation water to be evaluated.
The data were held in a variety ofdifferent formats atrd differert approaches were adopted for
each offour major taxonomic groupings. ln the case ofmaqo-invedebrates atrd maqophytes,
available data were inco4)olated in a Microso0 Access 7 relatioml data-base supplied to the
Agercy. Key features ofthe data are provided in the tex! of chapters 3 (macro-invertebrates) and
4 (macrophytes). The fish aod plankton data and cornrnetrts on their sigdficatrce are plesented
in text form i.o chapters 2 (fish) and 5 (plankton).
Fish
The fish chapter contains, a summary and interyretation of the main findings of all known surveys
of fish stocks. This is supported by a set of susmary information from each signiflcant report
produced on the section ofriver ofinterest and by key tables urd flgures from these reports. The
Iatter is held in Volume 2 - Appendices.
There is a coosiderable variation il the times and temperatures associaled with the spawning of
the main fish species. Adult fish have a greater ratrge of habitat toleranc.e than juvenile fish and
studies have shown that spawning habitat is more precise and tius ofg€ater importatrce than
Ming ad refuge habitats. Variations in spawning characteristics arise due to local conditiors,
to repeat spawning (eg gudgeon and ruffe), to older fish spawning eadier than smaller fish (eg
roach) and to itrta-specific variatiofl betweetr yeals due to etrvironmedal factors.
Water velocity is an important factor in determiring the effect of the tansfer otr tle fish
populations. Flows at and iomediately after spawning could determine tie year class stretrgth of
many speaies in the Thames. Critical velocities are related to fish size and water temperature.
These critical values are velocities which displace at least 5002 ofthe larvae in three mitrutes.
Preferred velocities are much lower. Velocities >2 cm s'can lead to displacemed of trewly
batched fry. Ooly 3oZ oflhe area ofthe Thaoes has flows ofless thatr 2 cm s'during the time
when small fry are presetrt and these areas may be vital to the srrccess ofcertain species.
Good maryilal habitats for fry are sballow and gs.ndy sloping with macrophyte cover and marginal
vegetation. An increase in water level is likely to cause floodiog of the marginal vegetation
where fi:y carl take refirg€. The aupentation of flow is likely to occur durhg mid to late summer
which means that late spawners are more likely to be atrected. Even though the areas ofrefuge
may not be affected, it is likely that there will be some impact on distributio[ because fry
venturing iflto stlonger cuflents will be carried ftrther downstrearn.
The impodance of aquatic vegetation as feeding and refuge areas for fry is emphasised.
Macrophytes in generc| etrd Nuphdt irl particular, can be damaged by high flows. Thus any
changes in the hydrological regime of the Thames that damage marginal plants would be
detrimental to the feeding, gro*th and survival ofyoung-of-the-year (0 group) fish.
xl
The abundance of food may be affected by increased turbidity resulttng from indeased flows
Phytoplanktol production may be reduced due to the lower light levels This in turn would
reduce the biomass ofthe zooplankon on which the 0 group fish are feeding and possibly make
food l1ore difrcult to fitrd.
The principal impact of sedimentation on fish occurs during th€ egg and early larval stage For
early spao,nrs, there is unlikely to be any efect ofwater tratsfer as the fry will have passed the
ea.ly lu*ul rtug". For late spawners, the increased velocity may redistribute 6ne sedimetrt aod
this may settle otr fish eggs in low flow areas reducing hatching success
The water that is transfered ftom ihe Severn will undergo a period of settlement before being
introduced into the Thames. Therefore, the augneotation process is unlikely to increase the
sedimed load h the Thames. There may be local redistribution ofthe natural Thames sediments
over a very short time period and this may affecl the feeding rates of some fish-species However,
routine maintenaace dr-edgitrg is likely to have a more substantial impact on the fish populations'
Mark€d decreases in dissolved orygen (DO) concentmtiotrs could cause fish kills lf the
traosfened waler is well aerated then afly problems resultitrg from inadequate DO concentratlons
will be elimitrated in the transferred water'
The tesperature o{water from the Sevem is expected to be si$iLar to that ofthe Thames wh€n
it is released into the river atrd thus should not have any implications to spawning, recruitment or
growrh offish.
Although trot known categorically, the probability of fish parasjt€s or Pathogens b^eing trar:sfened
ir t igtiU"t O" probability of ihere being effects on the fish communities of the Thames is
considered to be low.
The soecies compositionr of the Sevem and the Thames are very si-rrilar' There is some conoem
ou".in" oo*iuf iouoduction ofzander which occur in the Sev€m at the abstraction poitrt. It
i" i"oo.tid thut 
"o-" 
stockhg of elvers ftom the Sevem has already taken place in the upper
Thatnes so th€ transfer ofthis species is urdikely to be a problem'
The normal expectarion i5 that aoy chaoges fu 6sh population strurture will berome evideot at tie
fry stage fusr For tiis reaso4 the surveys offry and-juveoile fish.already being canied out
ainuUi for So"tft West Odordshire Reservoir Proposal dnuld be co inued In addition, factors
ae"airi tv *-itA .mr.ttd be oragrined. Surveys of larval andjuvenile habitat should be canied
out to ensule that these alees are coDserved. Studies on the food availability, feedi4 and growth
oih Oo"U t" .ui"tuioed. [o order to rrole closely monitor the immediate impacts of Sevem'
ftarles t ansfer, similu fry ard juvenile fish sureys should be initiated in the reaches most likely
to be affecled, itrcluding a control reacl
Macro-invertebrates
The macro-itrvertebrate data-base holds information on 3?9 lndividual samples containing,
[J*""o th"., ioformation on 487 distinot taxa The speoific habitat requireoents of most of
th"r" tu"u *er" -alyzed. The 487 taxa iocluded 14 with natioml conServation status Brief
details ofthe natiooal and locat distributioq habitat prefereoces and ecology of these 14 and two
oth€r rare taxa are given. Detailed macro-invertebrate data are preseoted io Vohrme 2
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The ecological quality ofthe study reach was generally good, as assessed by applying RIVpACS
procedues to the water industry macro-invenebrate samples collected between 1977 and 1995
However, available data suggested that the sectioo of river immediately downstream of the
probable water release point near Buscot is taxon-poor. This section of river was last samDled
in 1977 following dredging, severe drought and flooding.
Habitat preferences atrd zonatiotr pattems of rnacro-itrvertebrate taxa were examined. More taxa
had appareat preferences for the section of river downstream of Oxford tban upstream,
macrophyte habitats rather tha! in non-vegetated marginal and midstream zones, aqd floating
vegetation rather than either emergent plads or gmvel substrata.
N4ost macro-invertebrate species are resilieot to gradual change because tbis is the normal
seasonal aod annua.l pattern. Sudden changes in discharge are more likely to have a dcleterious
effec1 padiorlarly upon those species living at the waters, edge, including ttrose associated with
margiml atrd loating macrophpes.
lncreased sedimetrt loads ad tu.bidity could have a range of direct and indirect impacts on
aquatic macro-invertebrat€s. The accumulation offines may impact habitat diversiry and quality
directly otr river bed or indirectly tkough its impact on plants. Whereas most macro_invertebrate
species would be more likely to be disadvantaged than favoured by increased siltation aod
tu6idity, some filter-feeding species would be likely to benefit.
No discemable impacts upon macro-i{Nertebrates are expected resulting from tempe.ature
differences in the Tbames and the released water, which are anticipated to be imall. Funhermore,
most macro-invertebraie taxa hnvg a relatively broad range oftoleratrce to mturally occurring
chemicals and no zubstantial impacts are expected fio6 the diferences in normal baselioe
chemistry ofthe sevem and rhames. studies have also showed trat both rivers aDDeared to be
relatively ftee of micro-organic aontamioatlon.
It is feasible that specimens ofmado-itrvetebrates may be transferred ftom the Severn to the
Tharnes but this is not likely to be a problem. The zebra mussel, Dre issena polymorpha (pz[as),
which oc€us in tle Sevem, is a potential nuisance species but it also occurj in the lower Thames
atrd does .'ot appear to have colonised the st Jobl's to caversham section ofthe,rver. Trarsfe,
ofdisease is not considered to be an important issue.
To demonstrate that the ecological quality ofthe study sectiotr of the river remai* within the
Dorma] teneoral ru1gq routine monitoring should be maintained at all curent Agercy sites with
a[ existing time series of data ofat least five years. Itr additio4 as a matter ofurgency, routine
monitoring treeds to be instigated ia the section of river between Buscot atrd Gmfton Locks,
immediately dowtrstream of the probable water release point. New monitoriqg srteri are also
recommetrdei between Graftotr arld Radcot Locks atrd betweetr Shifford and Northmoor Locks.
To demonstrate that faunal diversity is maintained during years of augmetrtation, it is
rcconmefded thaf a regular habitat specific sampling progranrme is established with faunal
identification at species level. Ideally this shouirr be 
'co--ordinated 
with the recornmended
macrophyte sampling programme.
xt
Macrophytes
Few macrophyte surveys have been undertaken on the Thames. The only available information
comprise-s a longitudinal survey from St John's to Berson's Lock, undertaken by the Freshwate!
Biological Association OBA) in I 978, and two River Coridor surveys conducted by Ecosurveys
Ltd ii 1992. The FBA data are presented in the msin report. The key sectiotrs of the River
Corridor Suweys are presented in Volume 2.
Twenty-three macrophyte taxa were recorded in the FBA Survey. Some were dist ibuted over
the snidy sectioo ofthe river. However, others showed evidence oflongitudinal zonation. The
break point in the zonation ofmany taxa was at, or about, Godstow Lock, near Oxford.
The main concems arising &om the proposed transfer aro the passage ofseeds, turions or other
propagules, the opportuoity for spawdtg vigourous novel hybrids and for the caniage of
pathogenic organisms. There is a small risk ofa virulent, invasive spread ofa rrew hybrid, or of
a die-back ofexistiDg flora tfuough the introduction ofa new slrajn ofpatbogen
Macrophyte assemblages should be monitored in fou! te&ches, St John's, Buscot (two sites),
Grafton and Shifford. Sampliog sites should be at or near tle existing or recommended routine
macro-itrvertebnte sampling sites in order that resr.tlts can be cross-referenced. The
recomnended sampling methodology is the Mean Trophic Rark (MTR) method lt is
recommended that ihe FBlls 1977 survey is repeated before the fust release of augmeotation
water and thereafter at five-yearly intervals to co-incide with the habitat-specific macro-
invertebrate sampling.
Planldotl
Ttre appraisal ofthe inpa4t ofwater transfer upon the planhonic communities of the Thames was
supporied by a series oflvficrosoft Access fles whose crrrrent nanes and contents are listed within
the cbapter.
A brief review of the ecology of phytoplankton populations in large tivers indicated that no
substantial risk to the algal quality ofeither river o! abstracted water arises from the proposed
traosfer. Whatever may be the objectiotrs to such a transfet the likely impact on the
phytoplanlton ofthe Tharies is not one ofthem.
The ifipacl oo zoopla lon is rct considered amajor issue, although knowledge of what species
are prisent, or likety to be present, in British rivers is less well-developed than that of the
ph,'toplarktoq.
An adequate basis for determining tie etrects of tra$fers of Sevem water on the phytoplaDliton
ofthe Thames could reasonably be established with a fortnightly prograome ofsamples, which
should be instigated before any engineering work is implemefted.
The principal variables that should be mooitored are the biomass of Sevem phytoplanlton-
transiered, sampled at or just above abstraction point and in the aqueduct at the point of
discharge irto the Thames, and the biomass of Thames ph!'toplankton above the point of
discharge, l-2 km below the point of discharge and at statio$ approximately 5km, 10km, 25km
and 5okm further downstream. Zoopladliton should be equmerated from larger volumes of the
same water.
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INTRODUCTION
Context of the Study
In 1995, the Nahonal Riyers Authodty (Thames Region) comrdssioDed a literafure reyjew of
the ecological consequeDces of a hansfer of water from the River Sevem to the River Thames.
The review (Mau & Bass 1995) included a series of recommendations on additional studies
that would aid future policy decisions on water resoutce matragement within the West Area
of the Thames Region.
The four priority research axeas were:
. water chemistry
. geomorpholog5r
river zooplankton interactions
a review of biologica.l data
The Environmeat Agency accepted each of these recommendations and the INtitute of
Freshwater Ecology were cohmissioDed to uadertate the four i.DterJia.ked studies.
This report is the review of biological data. The other studies are being reported sepa.ately.
The rationale for the biologicat review was tha! whilst extensive sampling had been
undenaken on the Thames by the Eovirorunent Agency, its predecessor organisations, its
agents atrd research organisations, the full extent of existing biological data on the River
Thames betweel St John's ar1d Caversha.m Lock was poorly knolrn. Fu:thermorc, such data
as are know[ to exist have not beeu collated inlo either an accessible data-base or hard coDv
reports.
In orde. to understand beuer the possible impacts, if any, upon the biota of this reach that
may result from any Sevem-Thanes fansfet scheme, it is valuable to know more about the
baseline biological assemblages before the scheme is implemented.
At the instructions of the Environment Agency the review is conlured to the main chamel of
the River Thames between St John's Lock, trear Lechlade, and Caversham Lock at Reading.
This is the section of the river considered to be most vulnerable to the poteltial impacts o'f
tfie augmentatioa of flow using water originating from the River Sevem.
The proposed augmentation point is betweea St Joha,s Lock and the next downstrearn lock
at Buscot- Cave$hain Lock, on the westem outskirts of Reading, is about l lokm downstream
oflechlade. The frrst sizeable conurbation downstrearn oflechlade is Oxford which is about
50km away. Between Oxford and Reading are several smaller riparian towns includingAbingdor, Wallingford and Goring Three major tibutaries, the Windrush, Evenlode eridLherwelt ente. thrs sectlon of the Thames from the Do.th. The Wildrush and Evenlode join
the Thames upstream of Oxford and the Cherwell at the downstream edge of the ciry.
1.2 Objectives of the Study
The overall objective of the study is to assemble xisting data on the algal, macrophyte,
macro-invenebrate and fish assemblages ofthe River Thames for use in assessing the possible
impacts of any Sevem-Thames fiansfer schemes.
The specific objectives are as follows:
. to seek and collate existing informatio[ on the flora and fauna of the main
River Thames between St John's Lock near Lechlade and Caversham Lock,
Reading.
. to identifu key features of the existing biota, including the presence of taxa of
natiotral snd local coaservatiou status atrd any particulsr autecological
requiremeats of important componeDt species of the flora and fauna'
. to provide a baseline against which to interplet future change
. to develop a lotrg-term sampling strategy for monitoring the impact, if any, of
implemented traosfer schemes.
1.3 Strategy of fte Study
The data required fo. the study was sought from all potential data-holders and lrom the
literature. ln practice the ody major data-holders proved to be the ErviroDment Agency and
the Institute o1Freshwater Ecology. Some of tbe Agency's data holdrng had been obtained
through its own or ils predecessors' commissioned contlacts with Potrd Action and the
Freshwatet Biological Associatlon.
No major sources of published faunal or maorophyte distribution data were discovered in the
published literature Jthough one of this reports authors, (CSR) has coatdbut€d to a published
ieview of phytoptankton in large rivers which includes an evaluation of data from the Thames
(Reynolds & Descy 1996).
The principal data souces were therefote intemal Environmetrt Agency reports and extemal
reports comrussioned by them o. their predecesso$' together with their routine and
monitoring atrd specia.l investigation dats held on thei. intemal data-base' These data wele
supplemented by surveys conducted by the Freshwater Biological Association aod by data on
chironomid pupal exuviae data held in electronic files by Les Ruse (Environment Agency,
Thames region).
The data \tere hold in a variety of difforent formats and different approaches were adopted
for each of four major taxonomic groupings:
. fish
. macro-invertebrates
. macrophytes
. plankton
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In the case of macro-invertebrates ard macrophytes available data were incorporated in a
specially devised Microsoft Access 7 relational data-base and this is provided to the Agency
as an ouFut of the study. Key features of the data are provided in the text of chapters 3
(macro-invertebrates) and 4 (mac.ophytes).
The fish and plarkton daia and comments on their sigdficance are presented in text forms in
chapters 2 (fish) and 5 (plankton).
The fish chapter is supported by a set of summary informatioo from each sigtrificant report
produced on the section of river of interest and by key tables and figures from these reports.
In this way all the important iuformation is held together in a single bormd document.
The appraisal of the impact of water transfer upoD the planktoDic communities of the Thames
is supported by a series of Microsoft Access files whose currenl names and contents are listed
withitr the chaDter.
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) FISH
Intmducaion2.1
I
The objective of the review of fish data was to obtain information on the autecology and
population statistics of the fish species present in the study reach between St Johtr's Lock and
Caverslam Iick and to collate these in a se.ries of tableq thus drawing the key informafion
togeder in a single bound report. The principal sou-rce of infomation was assumed to be the
grey literature (ie commissiored reports) held by the Environment Agency.
Paul Logan (Regional Scietrtist, EnviroDftent Agency - Thames Regiotr) contacted the relevant
fisheries biologists in the Agency and IFE were supplied with all known reports. IFE then
contacted Dave Willis (Fisheries Scientist, Environment Agetrcy - Thames Region) to aheck
ihat there were no more data available for consideration i  this report.
The reports considered the stretch of the Thames between St Iohn's and Cavetsham locks.
The tide page, executive summary and/or coqclusions and key tables are reproduced here in
the Appendix 2.1. Reference in the text to tables in these reports will cite the odginal table
number and the report reference. Abbreviatiotrs used are EAU (Eovironmental Advisow
Unit), RHBNC (Roya, Holloway and Eedford New College) aad KES (Kiog s Eavironarenral
Services). The reaches of the review section of the Thames covered by the reports consulted
are showtr in Figule 2.1.
The suweys of fry and adults in the R.Thames conducted in receot years i_n response to the
South West Oxfordshire Reservoir Proposal give a baseline indication of lhe status of fish
stocks in these reaches.
Information has also been taken from sources identified in Mann & Berrie (1994).
2.2 Fish Species in lhe Thames
I
I
Fish species have been split into three categories (Mann aad Berrie 1994).
Category A contaias 9 key species *,hich are considered high priority in terms of their
abundance atrd angling interest. Four species in Category B ari considered non_key species
and the four in Category C are the miaor fish species (Table 2.1).
2,2.1 Distribution
None.of the-consulted repons provide full distribution data on fish species in the section ofthe river of interest to this review. Furthermore, following extensive enquiries, thisinformation could not be found within the Environment Agencyl
It is.assumed that a.ll ofthe species listed in Tabre 2. r are widely distributed over the rerevant
section of the Thahes..
Not presetrt in the St-John's to Caversham Lock reach is the zander or pikeperch, a speciespresent jn lhe Rjver Seyern aod also i, the lower reqcbes of tbe Thames
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Category Scientific name Common lame
A: Key species Bafius bafius Barbel
Albumus albumus Bleak
Abnntis bur a Common bream
Leuciscus cephalts Chub
Leuciscut leuciscus Dace
Gobio gobio Gudgeon
Percs Jlu,ti4'tilis Perch
Esox lucius Pike
Rutilxs rutilus Roach
B: Non-key species Cypinus carpio Carp
Gym nocephalus cemua Ruffe
Blicca bjoe* a Silver bream
Tihca tinca Tench
C:Midor species Cottas gobio B ullhead
Photihus phoxinus Minnow
Gds tero s te us acu I eatu s Stickleback
Bartdub barbatuld Stone loach
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2.2.2 Spawning habitatrtquirements
The species can be divided into four groups depending on the substratum needed for
spawnhg. These are :
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. lithophils
. phytolithophils
. phytophils
. psammophils
2.3 .ftrvenile fish suweYs
those requiring rock or gravel with benthic larvae eg
barbet, dace and chub
non.obligatory plant spawners eg common bream, perch,
roach and ruffe
obligatory plant spawners eg carp, tench, sllver bream
and pike
sand spawoers eg gudgeotr
The specific babital requirements, includtng informanon on spaw ing subsrata river depths
and cu.reot speods for the l3 species identif ied irt  categories A ald B (Table 2l) are givco
in Table I of^Mann and Belrie (1994) and restated in Volume 2, Appetrdix 2-l of the current
repon..
2.23 Spawning limes atd lemperatur€s
There is a consi<lerable variation in the times aad teEperafires associatod with lhe spawning
of the 13 species. Variations arise due to local conditions, to repeat.spawning (eg gudgeon
artJ."ff"l, t" older fish spawning earlier than smaller fish (eg roach) and to intra-specific
variation betweeo years due to environmental factors- Data for the 13 species are given in
Table 2 of Maao and Berrie (1994).
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2.3.1 Habitat requinments of larwal and iuvenile fish
Critical flow velociries are related to frsh size and water temperature The relationships for
J""e *a tou"l are given in Maan and Berrie (1994). These critical flows are velocities
*ni"l A+iu"" 
"t 
f"it 50% of the tarvae in 3 mioutes. Preferred velociries are very much
lower.
A study by EAU (1991) was intended to develop the methodotogyfor subsequent fry surv€ys
io order tnot 
"o-pafutin" 
data might be produced on fry abundurce and density' species
composition arrd s;Nival ntes in the middle Thames. Fry wele chosen for study, as it was
exoJctud thut thev would rapidly respond to envirormental shifts by changes in population
structue. Futue studies developed this thefie.
The first of these was a survey of fry carried out by RHBNC (DuDcatr 1992a) Thrs
emohasised the importance of categolsirrg the microhabitas in the Thames The two marn
haditats were'dee;' and'walerlilies' and a third was categorised as'shallow' The authors
indicated that ther; axe other important microhabitats:
. those with Jci?trs beds
. shallow sites with fringing vegetation
. mixed motrocotyledons, Jct rpus @rd Typha 'rirh some water-lihes
. weir oools
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A specjfic investigation, by RHBNC, of the Sutton Pools area (Duncan 1992b) concluded that
there was no strong eudeoce that this was an outstanding nursery axea for fry living near the
shore but that there was a possibilify that it might be a good spa*,ning area because of the
lack of disturbance by boat traffic.
Following this suwey, which was designed to determine whether esults could be compared
with a previous suruey itr 1991, an atrnual moniioring ptogr:rmme was caried out in thlee
distinct habitat-types,
. shallow with macrophytes
. shallow without mac.ophytes
. deep without maqophytes
These were broader categories tla.d many of ahose idenfi fied h the 1992 survey.
KES (1994) identifred deep sires as having eroding badks. Such sites were mainly
maqopbyte fiee. Shallow gradually slelvilg sites were associated with sedidenting areas of
the tiver. These were often rich in macrophytes. As expected in taturat situations, the
differeoce between these habitat-types was not cl€ar cut, the weediest deep site contahed
more macrophytes thar the least weedy shallow sites. However, within a sub-set, io reach
of the river, the shallow macrophyte sites always had more weed than the sites designated as
being 'without macrophytes'. A similar relationship occurred with depth.
Geoerally, the surveys suggest that &e habitat preferences of 0+ and l+ fish were similar
although the rclationship with habitat-'Ae was less significaot for l+ fish (KES 1995). Eight
species were treated separately and minor species, bullhead, mffe, stone loach, barbel, minnow
and stickleback were coosidered together. AII relationships were considered to be tentative.
Roaah, perch, pike, gudgeon and bream were all positively correlated with macrophyte areas.
Perch prefered the deeper sites whereas pike, bleak aod gudgeoo prefered the shallows. Chub
were sigdficandy correlated with macrophyte poor areas and prefer sa.Dd or gravel substrate
as do gudgeoa (Table 17, KES 1995).
The minot species cao be tetrtatively divided into those pieferrilg macrophyte cover (bu.llhead,
ruffe and stone loach) a.nd those preferring saldy substrata (barbel, minqow and stickleback).
2J.2 Food &quircmeots and gmwlh
The stomach contents of fry of five species, roach, gudgeon, silver bream, chub and perch
were identified from individuals taken from different habitats in the Tharnes. The
requirements for each species are shown in Tables 7, 9 and 11 in Mann et at. (.lggi\. lngelleral, the diet cfiatrged from rotifers to Dicro.crustacea and insect laNae as the fry grew,
with prey size related to mouth gape. Larger O group perch aDd gudgeod prefered copepods
whereas other species preferred Cladocera. The nost sriking diffe;ence, was th" s*itc-h by
roach from aD invertebtzte diet to or€ dortinated by defiitus.
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Prior to the switch, the growth rate was similar to that expected from other studies, but
afterwards, the grouth rate was lower than expected due to the poorer quality of the food
Mann et al. (1995) emphasise the imporgnce of aquatic vegetatiol as feeding and refuge areas
for fry- The repon lists other papers which came to the same codclusion. In addttrod, a paper
is cited which suggests that macrophytes, and Nupharin pa.ticular, can be damaged by high
flows- Thus any chaages in the hydrological regime of the Thames lhat damage marginal
plants would be detrimetrtal to the feeding, growth and survival of 0 group fish.
The abundance offood may be affected by increased turbidity resulting ftom increased flows.
Phytoptanlton production may be reduced due to the lower light levels. This in turn would
reduce the biomass of the zooplankton oa which the 0 group fish are feeding and possibly
make food more difficult lo find.
2.3.3 Vetocity e{Iects
Roach, brean, pike and perch are the most sensitive to high water velocities (Table 19 KES
1995). Bream fry for instaace have a maximum prefered velocity of only 0.05 m s" Even
dace, which are considered to prefer fast flowing rivers, have requiremeots for very slow
flows. Newly hatched fry congregate in areas where the velocity is less than 0 02 m s'.
Water velocit is considered to be one of the most imPortant in determining the effect of the
tramfer on the fish populatiods. Flows at aod inmediately after spawning could determine
the yex class sfie(gth of c\any species in the Thames. KES (1995) characterise the fish
species into spring and sumlner spawners. They report the flows in the Thames over the
study years as high, low or average aod sbow that for roach, lhe most abundadt fish species,
the highest densig occurs in the year of very low flow and the lowest in lhe year of
maximum flow. The same is seen for bream. No such relationships are shoqn for lhe s?ring
spawners. Wbilst the positive relationships are only based on four year's data it is very likely
that water velocity could be a key factor in dlis transfer scheme particularly in ihe summer.
2.3.4 TempeBlureeffects
The temperature of water from the Sevem is expected to be similar to that of the Thames
when it is released into the river and thus should trot have aDy implications fo spawDing,
recruitment or gto\ad of fish.
2.3.5 Dersity of fry
In the Sutton Pools reach, shallow sites with vegetatioo were consideted to be the most
important in terms of dedsity of fry, 90% of which were roach (Duncan 1992b).
Duncan (1992b) reports the densities of fry in the main habitats and shows densitres two
orders of magnitude higher in the 'water-lily' microhabitat than in the 'deep' microhabitat
Densities and catch per unit effort were compared with plevious surveys (Tables 4-6 KES
1995). In all years, roach were the most abundant with densities ranging frod 1.88-10.55
individuals m''. Gudgeon, chub aod bleak were the next most coDlmon specres.
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2.4 Adult Fish Suryeys
2.4.1 Background
The first adult fish survey (EAU 1991b) revealed little useful information and ls not
commented upon hete.
ln 1993 and 1994 Simon Hughes (Fisheries Officer, tr'RA - Thames Region) cafied out
surveys of adult fish populations between Sandford and Benson Locks (Hughes 1993' 1994)
Hydro-acoustic suweys were used for quaotitative estimates. Boom boat electric fishing was
used to provide qualitative data in the mid-channel and in the margins ln additiotr, the
electric fishing CPUE has been taken as quasi-quantitative check on the acowtic results and
arl index of relative chaoge between yeals-
An NRA srrrvey of anglen (Hughes undated) rev€aled that pleasure anglers 'tere ln general
very experienced but did lot target specifrc fish species Match results were in the upper
quartile of national results, i.e. Ctass A, and this lead to the conclusion that t}le Thames
supponed a good mixed fishery.
2.4.2 Habitrtrcquircmenb
Adult fish have a greater range of habitat tolelaEce than juvedle fish aod it has been shown
that spaening habitat is mole precise and therefore of gteater imponance than feeding aad
refuge habitats (Mann and Berie 1994 - see Volume 2, Appendix 2.1 of the curreDt repon).
2.4.3 Food and growdr
In their 1994 report, the NRA comment hat the relatively small changes in species diversity
observed between reaches atrd years indicated a relatively stable populatiod. Gtowth rates
were compared with a 'nationa.l average'. Roach and pike both had poor growth rates and t}ris
appeared to be the factor limiting their populations. Chub and bream had growth rates similar
to the national average.
The poor growth rate of roach, which was the most abutrdant fish species sampled, was
thought to be due to intra-specihc competition for food especially in the early years. This
was not the case for pike which fed heavily on roach. Bio-accumulation of pollutants was
a possible cause io this instalrce.
2.4.4 Density and species abundance
The total density and biomass estimates wele determined by hydlo-acoustic methods. The
results were similar to those obtained elsewhere, on the Thames and on the rivers Wey and
Vltava, using similar medrodology (Table 35, NRA 1993).
Roach and bleak were the most abundalt species present both in the centre and the margins
of the river (Table 6, NRA 1993) Perch showed a preference for the margins comprising
arovtd 2Q%o f the catch compared with 4oZ in the centre.
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2.4.5 Disease
The fish from the 1994 NRA survey were in good to excellent condition both extemally and
intemallv. Ectoparasites were at a level considered to be normal-
t< Environmental Influences on tte tr'ish Comnmities of lhe Tbames
2.5.1 Backgmund
A report was commissioned by Thames Water Utilities Ltd to elucidate these etrvironmedtal
influences with regard to constructing a pumped storage reservoir for water supply (Mann and
Berrie '1994). The report teviews data from the Thames and lhe Great Ouse and considers
other studies from the soientific literature. Water temperalure, current velocity, food
availability, refirgia and spalvning habitats are ideatified as key facto.s.
2.5.2 Waiertemperatnre
Above average temperaturos lead to decreased egg incubation times, increased groEth rates
and swimming speeds ofyoung fish and consequently higher survival rates md improved year
class strengths. Sudden decreases in water tempemlute cao interrupt spawning and may cause
egg resorpnon.
2.5.3 Wabr vclocity
Mantr add Berrie (1994) suggest that velocities > 2 cm s'can lead to displacoment ofnewly
hatched fry. As different species spawn at different times, newly hatched fry can be present
between April and July. Only 3olo of the area of the Thames has flows of less than 2 cm s"
during the time wheu small fry are present atrd these areas may be vital to the success of
certain species.
Water velocity requiremetrts for spawning depend otr species, ranging from near zerc for pike
to 50 cm s' for dace and chub.
2,5.4 nood availability and lish rcfugia
Marn anil Berrie (1994) class these two factors as interrelated especially for 0 goup Iish-
The very slow flowing aroas which provide the refugia for fish are often the very places
where food supply is most abundant. Phytoplankton production and iD consequence
zooplantton production is i:tfluenced by river discharge as well as by the light regime There
is evidence to suggest that zooplankton biomass is the limiting facior for fish growth in the
Thames overriding the influence of temperature, This food limitation is considered to be the
reason why roach in the Thanes switch to a detritus diet in July.
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2.6 Effect of the Water Transfer on the Envimnm€ntal Factors Influencing
Coane Fish
2.6.1 Flow changes
The eff€cfs of flow on fish, particularly f4', are reviewed by Mann and Bass (1996). Whilst
river flow can alter the distribution of fty, this is not always the case. No effect on the
distribution of fish was found after implementation of the Trent-Witham-Ancholme Transfer
Scheme- In geleral, it is reported that newly hatcied fry prefer water velocities ofless than
2 cm s'- Whilst it has been estimated that the water velocities of these values ara present in
only 3% of the area of the Thames affected by the tansfer, it is by no means certain that this
proportion will decrease when the discharge is augmented.
Good marginai habitats for fry are shallow and gently sloping with macrophyte cover and
margiral vegetation. An irlcrease in water level is likely to cause flooding of similar habitat
types withitr the ma.gioal vegetation where fry can take refuge. The augmentatiod of flow
is likely to occur dudng mid to late sum4sr which means that late spawners are more likely
to be affected
Even though the areas of refuge may not be affected, it is likely that there rMill be some
impact oD distribution because fry ventudng itrto stronget ourrents will be cdried further
dowrsrea-i!-
2.6.2 Sediments rnd turbidity
Mann and Bass (1996) comment hat the principal impact of sedimentation on fish occwsduring the egg and early larval stage. For early spawners, there is unlikely to be any effect
of wate! transfer as the fry will have passed the early larval stage. For iate spawtrers, the
increased velocity may redistribute hne sediment and this may seftle on fish eggs in low flow
areas reducing hatchiag success. For thlse late slawners that use gravels in fast flows, eg.
chub, the increase may in fact be beneficiar because, under naturJconditions, the reducedflows could have caused siltation in the spawning beds.
The rcutibe noainteraDce dredgiag is likely to lave a mo.e substartial impact on the fishpopulations. The sensitivity of the fish to the composition of the river bed wL shown by the3l-64010 reductiotr in standing crop of chub and roach as a result of this activity. Mrtigation
occufied whert crushed limestone and flint gravels were added which enhanced tnvertebrate
and macrophyte colonisation and provided cover for some fish.
The wafer that is transferred from the Sevem will r.rndergo a period of settlement before beingintroduced into the Thames. Therefore, the augmentation p;ocess is unlikely to increase the
sediment load ia the Thames. There may be local redistribution of the natual Thames
sediments over a very shon time period and this may affect the feedhg rates of some fish
s?ectes.
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2.6J Temperahrreeffects
The temperature profile is not expected to alter during transfer times. Small changes in the
temperatue regime will affect the growth and development of fish, especially the fry, but this
is not expected to be significant.
2.6.4 Ctemical effecb
Marked decreases in dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations could cause fish kills. If the
transfefed water is well aerated then any ploblems resulting fron inadgquate DO
concentrations will be eliminated in the transfeffed water there should be no problems.
The effect of the transfer of toxic substances i  unpredictable.
2.6.5 Disease
Seventy-five species of parasite in 28 fish species have been recorded from the Thames-
Although trot koown catego.ically, the probability of fish parasites or pathogens being
transferred is high but the dadgers associated with this are considered to be low.
2.6.7 Trar$fer of biola
Water transfer schemes aae known to have resu.lted in fish movement to the rccipient water
(reviewed by Maon aad Bass 1996). The species compositions of the Sevem ard the Thames
are very similar. There is some concem over the potential introduction of zander wtich occur
in tie Sevem at the abstraction point. Although present in the lower Thames, this species is
not yet present i{r the reaches affected by the tatrsfer and it is possible that it will colonise
the upper reaches of the Thames at a greater rate than would have occurred oaturally by
upstream nigration of Thames stock.
Few eels are found in the upper Thames and these may be transferred although the bulk of
the transfers occur outside the main migration period for elvers in the Sevem. It is rcported
that some stocking of elvers from the Sevem has already taken place in the upper Thanes so
the transfer of this species is unlikely to be a problem.
2.7 Mitigation
It is not an objective of the cu ent study, as set out i[ the Schodule I, Proj ect Specifications
to recommend mitigatiotr procedures to minimise the impacts of the release of Sevem water
into the Thames. Nevertheless, here, as in other chapters, brief recommendations are set out
f ^ r . ^nn la rnAc<
A review of the literature otr the impacs of inter-basin water transfet is set out io Mann &
Bass (1995) including assessments of the likely impacts on fish.
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2.7.1 Flow e{fects
Stored Sevem watet should be released in sfage.s o that tlre flow increase is gradual, even
at the lowest point in the river. This is particularly impoiant in the surnmer when the young
of the year are small. Staged releases will allow fry to detect chadges and move into
sheltered areas to avoid washout. The Envilonment Agency is about io uodenake an R&D
study on the swimming speeds of fish and the effects of in dver structures on washout and
disrtibution of coarse fish (W2C(96)l). This will provide information otr the rate ofincrease
in flow that is not deleterious to fish.
2.7.2 Sediments atd tudidity
Mitigation can be acheived by allowing the sediment from the tramferred water to settle
before release into the Thames. There may be some local redistribution of sedimeot but this
should be no more than is expected followidg natural increased ischa.ge regimes, ie floods,
and fis.h ate able to cope with sucb chaages.
2.7.3 Temperaturc
This is not expected to be a problem as the tempenture of the released watei is exDected to
be similar lo the temperature of the TharDes.
2.7.4 Chemical effeca
The transfe[ed water should be well aerated prior to release into the Thames to ensul.e that
high concentrations of DO are maintaitred. DO levels in the released water should be
mo tored.
2.7.5 Disease
Mlst common fish diseases are already pteseut in Xhe Thames and the probability of transfer
of a major problem is low A check should be kept on the incidence oi disease in the Sevem
to ensure that water is not tran$fered duiing any major outbreak of fish disease. If this is
uravoidablg steps will need to be taken to sterilise 6e water if this is not already done.Environment Agetrcy (Thames Region) shou.ld liaise with Midlaads Region to be kept
informed of any serious outbreak of frsh disease prior to or during water tr-',sfer.
2.7.6 Transfer of biota
This is a high probability. Pisll can be transfered as eggs or very yormg larvae and it is
unlikely that any practical mesh size can avoid this Caieful positioning o-f th" ,nt"k" pip"
can reduce this probability. If the intake pipe is in a fast flowiog area, the chances of
entarnment by eggs or fish larvae will be relativelv low.I
I
2.8 Futue sampling stntegy
The normal expectation is that ary changes in fish population structure will b€come evident
at the fry stage first. For this reason, the surveys of fry and juvenile frsh already being
carried out annually for South West Oxfordshire Reservoir Proposal should be continued
Further, as abundance and year class strength is largely determined from factors rmpinging
on the fry, factors affectidg fry surviva.l should be examined. Thus surveys of larval and
juvenile habitat should be carried oul to ensure thal these areas are conserved, Itr addition,
studies on the food availability, feeding and growth of fry should be maintained.
I! order to more closely monitor the immediate impacts of Sevem-Thames tranafer, similar
fry and juvenile fish studies should be initiated in the reaches most likely to be affected,
including a control reach. Recommended leaches ale: 10, St John's (coot ol); 11, Buscot
(downstream of the augmentation poitrt); 12, Grafton and 15, Shifford The first sampling
should be undertaken pdor to the implementatio[ of the traosfer scheme.
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MACRO-INVERITBRATDS
3.1 lntoduction
Existing macro-invertebrate data we.e sought in tbe published and "gey" literature and
clearance was then gained for their use in connection with this study and subsequent use by
the Environment Agency.
The principal data-suppliers were the Environment Agency and the Institute of Freshwater
Ecology. The data held by the Agency were supplied by John Steel, Les Ruse, Julie Jefferies
and Paul Logan. The Itrstitute of Freshwater Ecology made available data colleited during
the developmetrt of the soflware packagq RryPACS.
Wherever available a statrdard set of environmental data were sought for each macro-
invertebrate sample.
3.2 Methods
Environmefltal data fell into two
The first was site measured time vadant data and these includedl
. water width (m)
. mean depth (cm)
mean substratum cover by boulders and clay (%)
mean substratum cover by pebbles and gravel (%)
mean substratum cover by saod (%)
mean substratum cover by silt ?u.d, clay (V")
mean annual total alkalinity for the year of sampling (mg fr CaCO,)
3.2.1 Classilicatiol of reaches
To examine spatial zonation of the dat!, the section of the river betweetr St John,s and
Caversharn Lock was partitioned into 24 interlock reaches nunbered frotrl lO (St Johd's to
Buscor) to 32 (Mapledu.ham to Caversham)_ Reaches were narned by the lock at their upDer
limit. f iable 3. I L
Samples aollected at a paf,ticular lock, usually within the lock cut. were ascribed to the reach
upstream (e.g. sarnples taken at Buscot Lock were assigned to St John's reach).
3.2.2 Eovircnmentaldata
Published values for these va ables were scrutinised for obyious elro$ ar)d these were
amended. All values were converted to thestandard units ofmeasurement given in lhis section
of the reDort.
l 9
I
Tabte 3.1 Reach names, numbers turd geognphic limils, as used in this study and the I
accompanying dat&base
Reach name No. Upper Iimit Lowe. limit
St John's 10 St John's Lock Buscot Lock
Buscot l l Buscot lock Grafton Lock
Grafton tz Grafton Lock Radcot Lock
Radcot 13 Radcot Lock Rushey Lock
Rushey 14 Rushey Lock Shifford Lock
Shifford l5 Shifford Lock Northmoor Lock
Northmoor t6 Northfloot Lock Pinkhitl Lock
Pinkhill 1'7 Pinkhill Lock Eynsham Lock
Eyosham l 8 Eynsham Lock King's Lock
King's t9 King s Lock Godstow Lock
Godsiow 20 Godstow Lock Osney Irck
Osaey 2 l Osney Lock Iffley Lock
trttey Iffley I-ock Sandford Lock
Sandford Sandford Lock Abingdoa Lock
Abingdon 24 Abingdon Lock Culham Lock
Culham 25 Culham Lock Clifton Lock
Clifton Clifton Lock Day's Lock
Day's 27 Day's Lock Betrson Lock
Benson 28 Bensoo Lock Cleeve Lock
Cleeve 29 Cleeve Lock Goring Lock
Goring 30 Goring Lock Whitchurch Lock
Whitchurch Whitchurch Lock Mapledurham Lock
Mapledurham Mapledurham Lock Caversham Lock
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The second category of environmental data was time invariant data which included variables
national grid reference (12 character numeic)
altitude (In)
slope (m kmr)
discharge (annual mean flow category)
distance from source
These values were all ae-calculated from source maps to enstue oonsistency in the data-set.
This eliminated situations in which published distance from souce of a site was less than
another site upsheam of it or the altitude of the dowNtrearD site was greater than the
upsrealr .
3.2,3 Macm-inverlebrates
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The Eacro-invenebrate data obtained from published documents, the ,,grey,, literature and the
Envlrooment Agency's and IFEs own data-bases were collected betweetr 1977 and 1995.
Samples were ideltified 1o a vaiety of different taxonomic levels by people with differing
levcls of experience and expertise.
Very few specimens were available for chooking and the identities of the people processing
the samples was nrely koowl On the basis ofthe authors, knowledge of previous work by
the organisations collecting the data ot from the IFES quality audithg of ext€mal
orgaoisations sample processing and identification skills, each sample for which taxon lists
were held was ascribed a Quality Control (eC) level. These fell into three categories:
tro!1ce
avetage
expert
QC levels varied within an organisation. Thus samples collected by the FBA for RIVpACS
were ldentified by permanent staff o'rd they were categorised as ,,expert,. Ihe samples
collected by the FBA under commission to Thames Water Authorig were identifiej byinexperienced students atrd subject to checking by FBA stafl These were categorised as
"average".
Where specimens were still held, the identity of some ofthe rarer or more unusual specimeas
was.. checked by expe enced IFE personnel with the Natural History Museum,s Idequaliffcation in species level identification.
Over the two decades for which data were obtained there have been many changes in the
nomenclature of aquatic macao-inve ebrates, new species have been discoveted and, in some
mses' what was thought to be a single species has since been sub-divided into two distinct
species. Before entering macto-invertebtate data in the data-base, ach taxon list was checkedby an IFE expert arld a.ll identifications were standardised to the nometrclature n cufient use.The standard applied was the revised "Maitlaod" coded checklist of aqimals fbund infreshwater in cr€at Bitain (Biological Dictionary Determinand Working Group l9E9) as
currently updated for pending re-issue.
t
2 l
3.2.4 The data-base
A relational data-base was developed to hold the macro-invertebrate and macrophyte data and
accompanying environmental info(mation. Devetoprnent was in Microsoft Access Version 2.0.
Data were eltered at sandple level. Each sample was ideotified by the following parameters:
- reach name
. reach ID
' slte name
. site ID
. sample year
. season ID
as pe( table 3-l
as per table 3.1
as given in the data source document
allocated by IFE atrd standard for a given grid referedce
as giveo in the source docurnenl
I - spring (February - May)
2 = summer (June - August)
3 = autumn (September - Januaxy)
. sample date as given in the source document
. sample ID a counter allocat€d by IFE
. subsidiary ID an identificatiou code for the data collecting organisation
. subsidiary code dre sample identiffer given in the source docurnent
Where the taxon list represented a sumlnation ofthe lesults ofmore than one collectioo, such
as some of the supplied chironomid pupal exuviae dat!, no date could be assigned to the
sample. Wher6 the taxon list was ody available as a combination of taxon lists f(om
collectio$ taken itr more ihan one yeal, such as some of the supplied exuvial data" the firsr
year of the period of collectioo was assigned to that samlle.
The subsidiary code was included in order that data-base entries could be cross-referenced lo
the source document
Environmental data were entered ifl the data-base as nurneric values, categodes or, in the case
of grid referetrces, character strings.
Maqo-invedebrate data were etrtered using the hierarchical, eight digit codes givetr in the
revised coded checklist of British freshwater animals (Biological Dictionary Determinand
Working Group 1989) supplemented by the eight chancter alpha-nuleric codes used in
RMACS Itr to signify taKon aggregates (Environment Agency 1997).
Where known, the abundances of individual taxa withirl a sample were also e.tered in the
data-base. In some instances absolute numbers were not provided in the source document but
categories of abundance were giveu. Category definitions vaied between souces atrd so each
an abundance systeDt code was attached to each sample with details of each system available
for cross-reference in a look-up table within the data-base.
Additional frelds were created within the data-base stluctule to carry the following biotic
indices for each appropriate sample:
. Biological Monitoring Working Party (BMWP) score
' number of scoring laxa
. Average Score Per Taxon (ASPT)
The structure and functionality of the data-base is shown in its entity-relationship diagram
(Figure 3.1).
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J .J Results
3.3.1 Numbers of samples
A total of 379 sanples from six different sources were entered in the dara-base (Table 3 2).
Table 3.2 The numbers, sourtes and pedods covcrcd by samples enterEd in the dat+base
A full list of samples, their identifrers and their environmental descriptots are provided in
Appendix 3.1. The reaches ampled or specific samplig locations are shown tn Figures 3.2
to 3.7.
3.3.2 NurnbeN of tdi
A total of 487 taxa ("species") were rccorded within the study reach (Appendix 3.2).
However marly of these categories are overlapping- Thus the list includes each of
Erpobdellidae, Eryobdella sp. arld Erpobdella octoculata ftoDir or]re data source ot anothet. Ifl
this example only Eryobdella octoculdta is included in the calculation of total numbers of taxa
present. When overlapping records and micro-crustacea are excluded the list was reduced to
349 "sDecies".
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Data-source subsidiary ID Period
covered
No. of
sarnples
Samples collected by the FBA as a baseline
study of the middle reaches of the River
Thames prior to possible earlier plaos for a
Sevem.Thames water traDsfer scheme.
FBA - with
subsidiary
codes 6911..
t977 t90
Chironomid pupal exuviae samples collected
by Les Ruse (Etrvironment Agency - Thames
Regron)
LR 197't -94 42
Routine monitoring samples collected by the
Envirolnent Agency (EA), the National
Rivers Authodty (NRA) or the Water
Authority (WA) Thanes Region.
WA,NRA,iEA 1980-95 I  l 0
SaBples collected by the Freshwatgr
Biological Association (FBA) as part of its
RMACS development progrzume.
FBA - with
subsldiarY
codes FBA77..
1984 l8
Samples collected by air tm-tramed codsultant
as palt of the Oxford Structures Plan
i[vestigations.
RPS 1992 7
Samples collected by Pond Actiotr as part of
the South-West Oxfordshire Reservoir
Development Study (SWORDS)
PA 1992 12
TOTAL 379
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No comparable information is available for other sections ofriver because it is rare fot groups
such as the Sphaeriidae, Oligochaeta, Hydracarina and Chironomidae to all be so fully
identified and few river reaches have been so thoroughly sampled over an equivalent period.
Nevertheless, the extent of the list is clearly indicative of a rich and drverse macro-
itrvertebrate fauna.
One hundred families of macro-invertebrates are represelted in the full taxon list (Table 3.3,
Appendix 3.3) of which 65 are BMWP taxa. The best represented groups are Diptera with
96 tax4 including 88 different forms of Chironomidae (non-biting midges), Trichoptera with
43 taxa Coleoptera with 40. Twenty-eight species of Gastopoda are present, including 27
(61%) of the 44 obligate aquatic species, and 15 (54%) ofthe 28 species of Lamellibranchia.
Table 3,3 The numbe$ of families (BMWP families in paEnfteses) and 'tpecies" (i.e
taxa identilied to the best achievable, non-overlapping level) prcsent in each
major taxonornic grcup in ilrc full study section of fte Thames.
Taxoaomic group
Number of taxa
Families "Species"
Porifera (sponges) I (0) I
Coe.lenteratr thvdras) I (0) I
Plrrvl|Flminrhp. ffl ,rw^d.l 1 (2\ 6
Ne-arrao /nemertine wnrmcl (0I I
Nemetoda (nematodes) I (0) I
10)
Gectrnnnda /meil<) /9) 2A
I amcJlihrqnnhir /.lrn. An.l m,,(.el<\ 2 (2\ l 5
Olio^.hrcr ,  /m,e wnm<\ 5  11 )
}{inrriinca t'leecha<\ 3 13) l o
Hwdracainq /d,ier nife.\ l 0  (0 ) 20
Branchn,ra (fish lice) I (0)
lsoDoda fwater slaters/water hoo louse) I  f l ) 2
Amnhinode lfreshwarer shrinn<\ 3 (21 3
F-nh.ncronfcra /n,vf1ie<\ 5  t5 l 17
PlecoDtera (stonefl ies) 3 (3) 3
Odonera (draoonfl ie< rnrl dam<elfl ie<l 5 t5l 1.2
Heminferr fwrrer hDos) I  /9\ 17
ColeoDtera (water beetles) 8  (5 ) 40
Met,lonrera 2nd Nenronfera /rlder flia<\ 2  (1 \ 4
Trichontera /caddis f l  ies\ l 5  n3 I 43
Dintera ftme flies) 8 f3) 96
TOTALS 100 (65) 349
The breakdown of number of BMWP families by reach shows a number of apparent
disparities (Table 3-4) but most of these are a function of the number and type of samples
taken.
Table 3,4 The number of sarnples collecbd atd BfvMP taxa rEcoded fmm each study
rcach. No samples arE held for rDaches 28 (Benson) and 3l (Whitchurch).
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Reach trame Number of samples Number of BMWP families
St John's 3 l 50
Buscot
Grafron 2 25
Radcot 2 t9
Rushey 3
Shifford 40 43
Northmoor 43
Pinkhill l l
Eynsham 40 47
King's 52
Godstow 3 27
Osney l0 46
Iffley 49 50
Sandford 2 l ] J
Abingdon 47
Culham 7 46
Clifton 50 49
Day's 8 43
Cleeve 4
Goring 22 48
Mapledurham 6
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However the data presented in Table 3.3 do suggest that the Buscot and Pinkhill reaches are
taxotr-poor. The numbers of BMWP families recorded in these reaches arc 32 and 23
respectively, which are conspicuously lower than the meatr (48.3) and range (43 - 55) of
BMWP families found ia all other reaches ampled on ten or more occasrons
The Pinkhill situation is easily explicable. Nine of the eleven samples are pupal exuviae
samples which only include the BMWP family Chironomidae. Only two samples contdbute
to the general BN,fWP reach listing. The situatio[ at Buscot is less clear. All samples were
taken in the 1977 FBA survey, a phenomenon which applied to no oihel reach. However, two
other reaches where 1977 survey samples ptedominated; Shifford (43) and Eynsham (47) had
considerably more taxa lhaD Buscol.
One possibility, which has not been checked, is that Buscot had been recently dredged in
19'77 ard was taxon depaupente on that account. Altematively, the fauna may have been
impacted by the severe drought followed by flooding which characterised the preceding
twelve months. Gven that the augmentation water will enter the Thames just upstream of
Buscot Wet the possibility that this reach is, or has been taxon-poor and that no data are
available sioce 1977 are importaot considerations for future monito og strategres
3.3.3 Measurcs of ecological quality
The ecological quality, or biological condition, of a dver is conmonly represented by biotic
indices, of which the most commonly used, particularly within the Environment Agency, is
the BMWP scorc system (Amitage €/ d/. 1983).
It is dow common practice to use the software package RIVPACS Qtlnq.}.t el al. 1993) to
index a site by comparing its observed index values with those predicted by RIVPACS. The
ratio of observed to expected values is termed the Ecological Quality Index or EQL
Both observed and expected values are available for the three sites sampled by the FBA as
part of their RMACS development programme (Table 3.5).
Table 3.5 The observed atrd expect d dlrtc seasom combined BII{WP index values and
lheir rcsritant Frological Quality Irrder (EQI) values for lhree sies sampled
by the FBA in 1984 as part of the RMACS development pmgrtmme.
Assessments made using RWPACS m SCR = BIVIWP scorE TAXA =
number of scoring taxq ASPI = ayenlge scorc per taron.
Site nsme and reach Observed ifld€x values Expeoted ind€x values BQI's
scR scR
Malthouse (r€ach 10) 223 3 8 5.8? 194 3 4 . 9 5.87 1_15 1.09 1.06
Bablock H]'the (r€ach 16) 2 l l 4 l 5.63 1 8 5 3 3 . 9 5.61 t.25 t . 2 l 1.03
ShilLingford (reach 27) 235 4 2 5.60 184 .r3.6 5.60 1.28 r.25 l 0l
33
The observed and expected index values for the three sites indicate that the ecological quality
of these sites was good at the time of sampling in 1984. Indeed the EQI values of above
unity for all three BMWP indices; BMWP score, number of taxa and ASPT, indicate that the
river is a particularly good representative of its type.
The consistedg/ of expected BMWP index values along the study section is known to extend
as least as far as Runnymede (expected: score = 184, taxa = 33.7 ^ id ASPT 5.44). This
allows the observed index values of individual samples to be assesscd rapidly withoul fu1l
recourse to RIVPACS predictions, particularly as the firll suite of environmental data required
for RIVPACS predictions is not always available.
The expected values cited above are for three seasoos combined data Equivalent single
season mean values for the study reach are: BMWP score - 128, number of taxa - 24.9 a.fld
ASPT - 5.13.
On the basis of the 5M classification system used by the NRA for assessing the ecological
quality of samples collected for the 1990 fuver Qualiry Survey (RQS), lhe only survey for
which single season bands are available (Cluke et al. 1992) a highest quality' band A' site
has ar EQI ofno less than 0.62 (BMWP score),0.67 (lurber of taxa) alld 0.84 (ASPT). In
order to achieve band A status (,rez,ra the 1990 RQS) the Thames samples would therefore
need to have minimuo observed index va.lues of 79 (score), 17 (taxa) atrd 4.31 (ASPT).
Similar minimum values catr be set for lower bands of succeedingly poorer quality (Table
3.6).
Tatrle 3.6 Minimum' appmrimab ob$erved BMWP inder valnes lhat necd to he obtained
for single season Tharnes samples (St John's I-ock to CrveNham bck seclio[)
in order to leach each of drree different bands of ecologi.al quality.
Ecological
quality band
Minimum observed index value needed in order io attain the badd
BMWP score Number of taxa ASPT
A - "good" 79 4 .31
B - "fair" 3 l 3.49
C - "poor" 0 2.67
D - 'bad" 0 No band 0.00
As a result of the inherelt variation in collecting biological data the band widths for BMWP
score and number of taxa are necessa ly broad in ordel to have a high degree of certainty
about the accuracy of the band allocation. The most effective and discdminating hdex is
based upon the ASPT since these values ale less dependant on samplilg effort and efficiency
(Arditage et al 1983).
The observed values for all samples in the data-set are given in AppeDdix 3.4 The water
industry sarnples (subsidiary ID: WA,4.IRA/BA) were collected specifically for monitoring the
ecological quality of the rivers.
The sample index values of each site inevitably vary between years (Figures 3.8 - 3 19) but
alEost a.lways remain within the best quality band A in each reach sampled by the
Environdent Agency 6nd its predecessors.
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3.11 The BMWP index yalu€s (BMWP scorc, ASPI and number of taxa) for all macro-
invert€brate samples collected by the Thames Water Authority and the NRA Thames
Region in the King's reach (THlg)
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3.12 The BMWP index values (BMWP scorc, ASPI and number of taxa) for all macro-
invenebrate sampl$ collected by thc Thames Water Authodty and the NRA Thames
Region in the Osney reach (TI-I2l)
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3.13 The BMWP hdex values (BMWP score, ASPT alld number of taxa) for all macro-
invertebrate samples collected by the Thames Water Authority and ttle NRA Thames
Region in the lffley rcrc,h (TH22)
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3.14 The BMWP index values (BMWP scole, ASPT and number of taxa) for alt macrc-
invertebratc samples colected by rhe Thames Water Aurhoriry and he NRA Thaoes
Regior in the Sandford reach (TIl23)
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3. I 5 The BMWP index values (BMWP score, ASFI and number of uxa) for all macro-rnverrebiate sunples collected by the Thamcs Warer Aurhority and rhe NIiA ThamesRegion in the Culham reach (TH25)
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3.16 The BMWP index values (BMWP score, ASPI and number of taxa) for al macro_inveftebrate sarnples coUe{tcd by the Thames Water Autho.ity and the NRA ThamesRegion in the Cliiton reach (IH26)
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3.17 The BMWP index values (BMWP score, ASIrI and number of taxa) for all macro_invenebrab samples colected by the Thames Water Authority and the NRA Thames
Region in the Benson and Cleeve reaches (THZI &TH2g\
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3.18 The BMWP index values (BMWP score, ASPT and number of taxa) for all macro_hyeflebrale sample.s collecred by the Thames Water Authority and the NRA .Ihamer
Region in the Coring reach (TH30)
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3.19 The BMWP indox values (BMWP scorc, ASPI and number of raxa) for all macro_
invenebrate samples collected by the Thames Waler Authority and the NRA Thames
Region in the Mapledurham reach (TH32)
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Of the I l0 waler industry monitoring samples only two fail to meet the band A standard;
Donnington Bridge, Oxford , Reach 2I, 2-l l-95 (4.09 - band B) and Sutton Bridge, Culham,
Reach 25 (2.60 - band D).
The Donnington sample also attained band B only, for both BMWP score (45) and number
oftaxa (l l). A further sample from Folley Bridge, in the same reach, collected on 30-10-95
was also band B for score (68) and mrmber of taxa (14) although it was band A for ASPT
(4.86). On each sampling occasion mild environmental stress is indicated.
The Sutton Bridge sample was classifred as band C for both BMWP score (13) and number
of taxa (5). The reasons for this poor ecological quality have not been made known to the
authors but possible reasoN include an acute pollution incident or inappropriate choice of
sampling location.
No water industry samples were taken from the Buscot reach where poor species diversity
was indicated from the FBA survey data (see section 3.3.3). Exaditatioa of the ASPT values
for the upsfteam samples taken during the IFE swvey is also informative. These upstream
samples comprised the aggregate faunal lists from nhe separate samples of which three were
taken in each of marginal, midsfream and vegetation zones. Comparable composite samples
were taken from each reach from St John's Lock (Reach 10) to Day's Reach (Reach 27). The
ASPT value for the Buscot site was 4.174 (band B if it were a RMAcs-compatible sample).
The equivalent samples from all the other l7 reaches were each band A with a raoge of4.43 -
5.40 aod a mean of 4.97.
Again the Busmt site is indicated to have been of less thaD good ecological quality in l97Z
and the absence of any more recent inforoation is a significant deficiency in tbe light of the
Proposed watet tratrsfer.
3.3.4 Taxa rvith specific habit t requiEmenb
Ar objective of this sludy (see section t.2) is to ideniify any particular autecological
requirements of important componeqt species ofthe fauna. It is outside the scope ofthe siudy
to detail the precise requirements of the ItraDy taxa of invertebrates present. Therefore, the
approach adopted is to consider the habitat preferences of all taxa presedt in the study sectio
itr relation to four factors:
. longitudinalzonatioo
. traosverse zonatiotr
. substrafumrequ.irements
. macrophyte/maqo-invertebraterelationships
Longitudinal zohdioh
The dist butiou of iddividual taxa by reach is sho*n in Appendices 3.4 (,,species,,) and 3.5(families).
Mosf taxa are eidrer distributed over the full length of the sfudy section or co.rfi.red to too few
reaches to make meaningfirl assessments of their longirudinal distribution pahems but many
do appear to show upstream or downstream preferences. In order to distinguish those taxa
which may be exhibiting longitudinal zonation a simple comparison o1 frequency of
occurrence in lhe upper and lower portions of the study section was applied.
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The cut-off point between the upper and lower stretches was the lock at Iffley This was
almost equivalent to upstream and downstream of the confluence with the Cherwell although
some sites in the Osret reach were downstream of this point. Reaohes considered excluded
those not sampled during the 1977 FBA survey in order to ensu.e that equivalent levels of
identiircation were consideted. This resulted in I 2 reaohes beidg included in the upper stretch
and six in the lowe..
Frequencv ofoccurrenco was calculated at reach level and not at sample level (i-e in the upper
sfefch, ;y, io what proportion of reaches, out of 12, did a taxon occur)
The number of reaches per stretch were too small to allow the reliable application of
statistical tests of differencis in ftequencies. Thus, a simpler, ubitrary procedure was applied
In order ro be considered to havi substantially different frequeocies of occurrence, the
followitrg cdteria were established:
' the 1axon must occur in at least half the teaches in its preferred stretch
. the taxon must occul twice as frequently in its preferred stretch as its non-
prefened
For all taxa meeting these criteri4 a simple preference index was derived from the following
formula:
oZ freouencv of occurrence iq one. stretch, ,%-TieqnEnct-f ocaurrence tD ihe other stretch
For the purposes of calculating preference index values only, a small increment of 0 l was
added to thi number of occ\r$ences per taxotr per sBdch priol to calculating frequencies of
o""-"n"". This was to avoid divisions by zeio in calculating the preference iadex'
Taxa meeting the two criteria above will have a preference index >2 in older to be codsidered
as having substantially different frequencies ofoccwrence in the two teaches These taxa are
considered to have notable association with their preferred reach.
Although the samples analyzed included the chirorudd pupal exuviae collectiotrs, too few
sites were sampled to allow the taxa of eruviae ideatified to meet the first cdterion ofnotable
association. TLrefore, no chirononid taxa could be included in Table 3 7 on the basis of
exuvise sampling alotre.
Only ten taxa appeared to be relatively common in the upper stretch (St Joho's to Iffley Lock)
butielatively rare or absetrt io ihe lower stretch (Iffley to Benson's LocD (Table 3 7)'
Table 3.7 Tara substantially morc frEquen( upsham than downsttam of IIIley Lock
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ln contrasl many more taxa appeared to have a substantially higher frequency of occurrence
in the lower stretch (Table 3.8).
I t*," r., Tara substantialy morefrequelt downslrcam than upstrEam of Ufley l,ock
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The taxa with downstream preference indices >2 include l5 species of Mollusca (35Yo of the
total nurnber of mollusc "species" recorded in this stretch), four Oligochaeta (15% of
oligochaete taxa in the stretch), three Hirudinea (30%), two Hydracarina (10%), one
Crustacean (177o), six Odonata (50%), five Hemiptera (29%), eleve,r Coleoptera (27yo), nine
Trichoptera (21%) and three Diptera (3%o). There were oo Ephemeroptera or Plecoptera in
the list.
The family Gomphidae as a whole also had a ootable downstream preference index. This
fandly was excluded from tle table because it was lrot ooe ofthe 349 standard taxa but can
o!.ly have represented the speaes Gomphus eulgdissimus (L.), araxon vrilh the cooservation
status of Nationally Scare (formerly Nationally Notable).
Nooe of the other tda with notabl€ upstream or downstream
coDs€rvatioo status Section 3.3.5.
have special
The same analyses used to exarnine zonation at species level was also performed on family
data. This allowed three futher downstream reaches to be hcluded in the analyses because
data froo all samples could be compared at a consistent level of identificatiot
All families with preference indices >1.1 are listed (Table 3.9 - upsfeam, Table 3.10 -
dowustream) so that ihe trends for each are shown. Only one taxo[ had a notable upstream I
prefereuce. This was Spongillidae which is a standald (i.e. non-ovedapping) taxon also I
appearing i4 Table 3.7.
Table 3.9 The numbers and frcqu€ncies of occunence of all familie with a prcfercnce
inder for dre qrstEam slrotch of >1.1. Fanilies which meet lhe two crittria
of notrble associalion with dre upsttam seclion (n ) 6 snd prEference ioder
> 2,00) are ir bold.
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Four families had notable downstream preferences (Table 3. | 0). These were Gomphidae, as
noted above, together with Hydrometridae, Notonectidae and Gyrinidae.
Table 3,10 TIt€ numbets and frequ€ncies of occurEnce of all families wilh a prEfercrce
inder for drc downstream strttch of >1.1. Families which meet lhe two criteda
of nolable association wi& the upsteam section (n ) 4 atrd prefeEnce index
> 2.00) are in bold.
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The following families have a preference index in the range I - 1.0:
Planariidae (incl. Dugesiidae), Neritidae, Hydrobiidae (incl. Bithyniidae), Sphaeriidae,
Unionidae, Lumbricidae, Glossiphoniidao, Asellidae, Gammaridae (incl.
Cradgonyctidae & Niphargidae), Baetidae, Ephemerellidae, Caenidae, Corixidae,
Haliplidae, Dytiscidae (incl. Noteridae), Hydrophilidae (incl. Hydraenidae), Sialidae,
Polycentropodidae, Hy&opsychidae, Leploceridae ard Simuliidae.
As stated above the derivation of preference indices is not a statistical test. With so few
reaches considered in each stretch, it is €Dtirely possible that any appare[t rotable preference
for either upstreaft or downstream locations is a matter of chaoce. The analysis must be
regarded as indicative rather than definitive.
Trmsverse zonalioh
Examinatioo of transverse zotration pattems is based on the downstream sampling phase of
the FBA's 197? survey, In lhis phase frve reaches (Buscot -11, Shiffo.d - 15, Eylshan - 18,
lffley - 22 ai1d Clifton - 26) werc studied in particular detail with separate samplhg atrd
analysis of samples collgcted in tbree distinct zonesi in macrophyte"free marginal areas' in
mid-channel and directly from vegetation. Marginal and vegetation samples were collected
by pond-netting and Eid-channel samples by airlift.
Ten sanples wete take[ from each zole in each reach with an additional four vegetatiol
samples collected from the Shifford reach. Thus fifly samples vrere collected fiom each of
the margin and mid-cbannel zones atrd 54 from vegetation.
The most species-dch zone was the vegetatiotr with 118 distinct, standard taxa occurring in
sarnples collected from this soulce. This compared with 105 from the margins arrd 92 from
mid-chaonel. Full lists of frequencies per zone are given in Appendix 3.5.
The odds of any giveo taxon appearing in any one sample arc much less lhan its chances of
appearing in the reach as a whole- Therefore the overall frequency of occufence cdtedon
for notability of association with a particular zone wa5 relaxed ln this ilrstance a taxon was
considered to have a trotable affinity with a zone if it:
occurred in 20% of oll samples within the zone
occu(ed in twice as many samples in that zone as either ofthe other two zones
Additionatly a tixon was considered to have an affinity fo. a pa.ticular zone jf it:
. occurred iD l0% of all samples within the zone
. occured itr neither of the oiher two zones.
When these c teia were applied only two taxa, each chironomids iII the tribe Chironomini
appeded to have notable association with marginal samples (Table 3.1l ).
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T.ble 3.1I
Table 3.13
78.oyo
32.ovo
34.oyo
t6.0%
3a.0Yo
14.0%
35.2yo
r.9yo
5.6yo
3.'1yo
t3.oyo
9.3yo
5.6yo
20.4yo
tt.tyo
3.7y6
3.1yo
93%
I4.gyo
9.jyo
tt. lyo
t.gyo
14.Oyo
13.jyo
lt.oyo
Taxa substantiatly morc frEquent in maryinal samples lhan in either of the
olher lwo zones.
Frequency of occurrence per zone
Margin Mid-channel VegetationSpecies nameI
a Dictotendtpes (Limnochironomus) sp
Glyplotendipes sp.
Similarly, very few taxa had notable afhnities with mid.channel samples (Table 3.l2). The
four which met one or otier of the two ses of quali$ing criteria included two Chironomini,
nematode wonns and the freshwater mlussel Unio lumidus.
Table 3.12 Tara substanlially mote frcquent in mid-channel samplcs drat in either of the
olher lwo zones.
Frequency of occurrence per zone
Margin Mid-channel VegetationSpecies name
Chircnomus p.
Nematoda
Uttio tumidus Philipsson
Cryptotendipes sp.
10.0%
60.0%
r4.0%
14.0y.
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Part of the reasotr why so few taxa have notable afffnities with the marginal or mid channel
samples alone is that several taxa rarely occtlring on vegetation are present with similar
frequencies in both the other two zoDes that arc sampled at the stream-bed.
When muginal and mid-chamel sanples are considered together, fifte€n taxa meet at least
one of the sets of criteria for notable associatiotr with a particular zotre (Table 3.13). These
included two taxa" Nematod^ utd Chimhomur sp., which are particularly associated with mid-
chanuel (Table 3.12) aoid one, Glyptotendipes E., that is associated with the margin (Table
3 . l  r  ) .
Taxa substantially morc frcquent in margin and mid-channel srmples tian in
vegetalion samples.
Frequency of occurrence per zone
MarginMid-channel VegetationSpecies name
Cy mus tinaculaus (Crris)
Lumbriculidae
Chironomus p.
55.ovo
54.ovo
52.ovo
49.Oyo
40.ovo
39.0y"
38.Oyo
38.Ov.
32.0Yo
32.oyo
27.0v.
23.oYo
I
I
Pot@nothnx moldaviensis (Vejdovsky & Mrizek)
Ps@nmoryctides barldrs (afnibe) -
Cldotttnvtarsus so
Nematod'a
Lin nodilus hoflneiJren ClaDarede
Pto. Lz.lius sp.
Coprochitt)hohur so-
P toA ian e sa o I ir ace ; (Meigen )
Glyptotendipes sp
Macrcpelopia sp.
Unio pictorun (L.\
P oly fedilum (Po ly ped t lu n) sp.
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Twenty taxa had notable associations wilh the vegetation zone (Table 3.14). This was many
more than with either the marginal or mid-channel zones. The 20 taxa were dominated by
two groupq Mollusca (five raxa) and Ephemeropter4 (six tax4 of which ltve were baetids).
Each of these groups include epiphytic algae amongst their main food items.). Also
represented were Oligochaota and Hemiptera with tv/o taxa each and Isopoda, Amphipoda,
Coleoptera, Trichoptera and Chironomidae (Tanypodinae) with one each Whercas Cymus
timaculalus was associated with st(eam-bed samlles, the closely (elated Polycentropus sp
(the standard level of identification for this set of samples) had closer affinities with
vegetahon.
Table 3.14 Taxa substantially morE f.equent in vegclalion samples than in eilher of dre
olher lwo zone!.
Frequency of occurrence Per zone
Margin Mid-channel Vegetatron
ll
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ISpecies name
Prccloeon bifidum Ben gtsson
Asellus quticus (L.)
stylqia lacustit (L.)
Baelis sc@r1bus ErortP
Lynh@d pelegru (MiIIet)
Dytiscidae
G@flmarus pxlel (L.)
Cloeott diptetum (L.)
Baetis'remus Ctirlis
Sig@n (Sig.t a) sp.
Caenis lucluosa gao\p
A vlodi lus pluiseta (Pigret)
B iwni a I e.tchi (Sheppard)
Gyrarlus al6us (Miillet)
Polycenttopus sp.
AcQloxus lacustis (L.)
Cloeon sitnile Eaton
Physa fon ndlis (L)
Sigva (Subsiga,a/ lallert (Fieber)
Thienemawielld q.
t8.o%
28.gyo
6.oyo
4.ovo
16.0%
10.0%
t2.oyo
6.0%
4.00/o
2.Oyo
6.0%
LOv"
6.Oyo
4.OYo
4.oyo
26.O%
2.0%
2.0%
u.ovo
2.oyo
4.00/o
74.lYo
6t.l%
46.tyo
42.6vo
37.0.
17.00/o
29.6vo
25.9Yo
24.'t%
24.1%
tl.tyo
22.2%
20.4vo
20.40/o
20.4%
18.5%
18.5%
t6_1%
14.8%
t4.8yo
I
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Habitat preferences
In the downstrearn phase of Be 1977 FBA'S 1977 survey, whe.e transve$e zonation pattems
were examined (see Transverse zonation above), fie precise habitat type from whieh samples
were taked was noted. These were grouped into ten categories of these representing different
dominant substratum particle sizes and macrophyte growth forms (Table 3-15)
Diffelent numbers of samples were taken f.om each habitat qpe. Two habitat ypes, sand and
pebbles/stones, although known to occru as a substatum type m a sample' were nevel
iominant. Four others; silt, bedrock/concrete, detituslorganic matter and submerged
veg€tation, occufied too infrequently to be consideled. Analyses were based on the four
remaining types; clay, gravel, emergent vegetation atld floating vegetation.
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Table 3,15 The fen differEnt habitat types sampled and dre number of samples collected
fmln each.
Dominant substaatum type Numbers of samples
Clay 34
Silt 5
Sand 0
Gravel 49
Pebbles/stones 0
B edrocVconcrete 3
Det.itus/organic matter 5
Emergent vegetation
Submerged vegetation 4
Floating vegetation.
The full lists of frequencies of each taxon on each habitat type are given ifl Appendix 3 6).
In considering habitat preferences, the same two sets of affinity criteria were adopted as for
the tranwerse zoaation analyses. However a third criterioo was also applied to allow for the
possible associatioo of any given taxon with any lwo habitat types. In this instance a taxotr
was considered to have a Dotable affinity with a habitat if it:
. occured on a particular habitat wiih twice the frequency v,rith which it
occurred in all sample types from all habitats.
This criterion is akin to the preference index used to examine longitudinal zonarion.
The taxa with notable associations with clay (Table 3.16) and gravel (Table 3 17) substrata
effectively replicated the pattems of association revealed for margin (Table 3.1l) and mid-
channel (Table 3.12) samples, reflecting the differences between the clay batrks and the
predominandy pea-gravel subslratum of the midstream zone.
Those taxa associated wilh clay (Table 3.16) included both the two Chionomini widr
marginal affinities togethet vilfi Micrctendipes sp., a third member of the same tribe.
Table 3.16 Taxa particularly associated with samples taken fmm cl4y substiatum (Grav =
gravel' Emerg = emergent vegetltion, Float = lloati(rg vegetz,6on, Pref index
= preference index).
Dicrctendipe s (Lintnochitohohtu s) sp.
Glyptotekdtpes sp.
Microtendipes sp.
Clay Grav Emerg Float Pref
index
88% 4ro/o 29% 35% t_'76
38% t6yo 3% 0% 2.46
2ryo r4yo 3vo 0% 2.03
I
t
Taxa associated with gravel (Table 3.17) included all those associated with mid-channel
together with the mayfly species aggregate Caenis lucluosa gtonp.
Table 3.17 Tara padiculady associated with samples taken fmm gmvel substralum.
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Nematoda
Unio tumidus Phtlipssot
Caenis lucluosd group
Chirunomus p.
Cryplochircnomus sp.
Clay
t5%
lvo
9%
29%
21%
Qrav Emerg Float Pref
index
550/" 69K OoA 2.r4
t4% o% 00/o 3.02
20% 10yo 6yo 1.68
67% 6% 0% 1.88
45% 6o/0 lzYo 1.95
A much broader ange of taxa are associated with the two macrophyte groMh forms, of which
twelve have notable affinities with emergent vegetatioo. These are domitrated by isopod aad
amphipod crustaceans (three species) and baetid mayflies (four taxa) The list also includes
one mollusc species, two oligochaete +ecies and ooe family of beetles.
Trble 3.18 Tua panicularty associatDd widr samples talcn ftol$ emctg€[t vegetaiion
substratum.
I
I
B ithy nia te ntacu lda (L.l
Acroloxut lacuslis (L.)
Styloria lacusfis (L.)
A ulodilus pluriseta (Pig\et)
A sellus dquaticus (L.)
Ctrugonyx pseudogracilis Bousfi eld
Gq m@1.ts pulet (L.)
Bqelis vemus C\ntrs
Baetis sconbus grottp
Centoptilum luteolum (M'dllet)
Pmcloeon bifidum Bengtsson
Dytiscidae
Even more taxa- 22, were associated wilh floating vegetation. Molluscs (four taxa), baetid
mayflies (four taxa), corixid water-bugs (three taxa) and chironomids (seven genera) were
particularly well reptesented.
The baetids included t\\o tax\ Baetis remus ^ rLd Baelis scanbus group with affinilies with
both emetgent atrd floating vegetation olr the basis of prefercnce indices >2 for bofr substrata.
ln the same category of dual pleferences was the oligochaete, Jry/aria lacustis la all three
instatrces their association was slightly higher wilh floating vegetation
Other taxa with notable associations with floating vegetation were one leech' Thercmyzott
tessulatum whrch rs sanguivorous on water-fowl and two species of polycentropodid caddis
The affinit of Polycehttopus p. with the vegetation zone was noted earlier (Table 3.13).
The association of the other polycentropodid, Cymus fkwidus, with floating vegetation
contrasis with C. trima.vlatus which was associated with stream-bed samples (Table 3.14),
suggesting habitat partitioning amorgst these co-genets.
Clay C'rav Emerg Float Pref
rndex
r80/o 4% 42Y" 4lo/o 2.00
OYo 0% 29Yo 0Y. 477
9Yo O% 42Yo 41Vo 239
6% O% 32yo 6yo 3.41
260A 24% 77Y. 29o/. 2.01
26Yo 12% 58Yo 18Vo 226
t5% 20/o 29% 24Vo 2.05
6% O% 23y. 240/0 239
6Yo 0% 45Yo 47Yo 278
47% 2% 90% 65Vo 2.27
24% 00/o 81% 59% 2.59
90/" 2% 45% 24yo 2.'78
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I Table 3.19
Physa fontihalis (L.)
Physa acuta grolup
Ly m n ae a p e re ga (Mt;rllet)
Gy mnlus albxs (Mtiller)
Stylaia lacusfis (L.)
Th e rom y z o n te s su latum (MiiLller)
B aetis vemus Cwtts
Bqetis sc@nbus gIo\tp
Cloeon dipterun (L.)
Cloeoh simile Eatolr
Sigara (Sigdm) sp.
Sigara (Subsigan) distincta (Fiebe()
Sigottt (Subsigam) fallezi (Fieber)
Cymus flovidts Mcl-achlatl
Polrcenfiopus sp.
N@rocldius sp.
Orthocldius q.
Corynoneuru sp.
Chintnomus sp.
Cryplochimnomut q.
Cryptotendipes W.
RheoftDry ta6us sp.
Silt Grav Emerg Float Pref
rtrdex
0% 1yo l0% 24y" 3.87
0% 0% 0% lzvo 8.1'l
t8% 2% 19% 59vo 3.48
3% 6% l0% 24yo 2.68
9% 0% 42% 470 2.68
3% 2% 3% 24yo 4.35
6% O% 23% 2404 2.49
60 0% 45% 41yo 2.90
3% 0% t9% 35yo 3.26
0% 0% 6% 35yo 5.80
3% 0% 13% 41% 4.69
0% 0% 0% lzvo 8.71
o% 0% to% 24yo 4.97
0% o% 0% rsvo 8.71
6Y. 0% l0o 35Y" 4.35
00/" 0% 0% lzvo 8.71
2lvo 6% 6% 29yo 2.18
0% 0% 0% tzvo 8.71
29% 67'/o 60/0 oYo 1.88
2t% 45% 60 t20h t.9s
0% 100/0 oyo oYo 2.16
t5% t8% 19% 470/o 2.40
Taxa particularly associated with samples takan fmm floating vegetation
subshatum.
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The hnal form of habital preference that cao be examined is that of associations of particular
macro-invertebrates with particular macrophytes. This analysis relies upon the same
downstream sampling progranme from the FBA'S 1977 survey.
In this instance, the frequencies with which particuld macro-invert€brate taxa occurred in
sanples wherc a given macrophyte was presetrt, as the dominant gI non-dominalt species,
were calculated. For the purposes of the analysis, sE)arate analyses were performed for each
of the three macrophyte growth forms used in previous analyses.
Full frequency listings are presented in Appendices 3.7 (emergent taxa), 3.8 (submerged taxa)
aod 3.9 (floating taxa).
In detailed analyses, only those macrophytes occwring in five or more samples were
considered. No subrnerged species met this criterion and were thus excluded.
Only three emergent taxa were sufficiently common to be considered; Scirpus ldcustris (16
I records ), ,Sp alg.oium ercctum (7) a\d Phragnites atstrulis (5). Where either of the first two
I taxa only occured in the submerged gro*4h form these were excluded from consideration i
the analvsis of emersent taxa.
T
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The criteria for notability of association with a particular macrophyte specres were the same
as were adopted for the traflsverse zonatioo. An additional citerion was apPlied because of
ihe low numbers of samples available for some macrophyte species This was so that no
taxon was considered notable if it occurred in fewer than three samples from the macrophyte
on which it was most cornmon:
The effect of this was that a taxon had to occur in at least 607. of Phmgmites austtulis
samples to be eligrble for notable association with that taxon, 43yo of SpqS@tium erccluu
samples or 19o/o f Scirpus lacustis samples.
OnIy foul notable associations were detected, according to the criteria applied (Table 3 20)'
Ihree associations were with SpdrS@ium electum and the other was $ith Phrugmites
@rsamris. None of these associations was based ol1 lI|ore than four occurrences on tho
"prefened" macrophyte and it is concluded that too few samples were taken on each species
to draw meaningful conclusiotrs
Table 3.20 Macm-invertebiate taxa which h.vo notable associadons wilh either 'Scj?rrJ
laa/A'ais, Spqprion ereclum or Phmgmles @6,to'it amongst emeryent
macrophytes. Notable associations are shown in bold in he table'
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A ulodilus plufiseta (Pigret)
H e lobde I la s tagnalis (L)
Ganmantt puler (L.)
Hydroptilo sp.
Amongst floatiDg maqophytes, only two species were sampled on 1t least five occasions;
Nuphat lutea (tel samples) &d Pot rkogeton pectiralus (seven s mples)'
In view of the fact that only two macrophyte specres
applied were those used earlier to compare upstream
loogitudinal zonatioD. These were tha|
the taxon must occut in at least half the samples from its preferred maclophyte
the taxon tnust occur twice as frequently in samples from its prefelred
macrophyte as in samples from its notr-preferred
On this basis, ooly one taxoD, Polycenuopus sp' was identified as having an apparent
preferenc€ for Nuphar latea (Table 3.21) It is assumed that this is because this broader'
ieaved plant species offered a more suitable platform for the caddis's pun nel
Itr contrast, eleven taxa had ar apparent preference for Potannogelon pectindtur (Table 3 21)'
idcluding two of the three taxa of Sigam rccoaded in the river and both of the lwo Cloeott
species.
The differences in ftequelcies of the taxa listed in Table 3.21 ptovide a firmer basis for
interpreting rea.l prefelences than those taxa listed in Table 3.20 for emergent axa The
realibility of this interyretation would have beon better for more intensive samPling-
Scirpas
lacuslis
t9%
19vo
ty/o
6yo
Phrugmitet
austmlis
20%
0%
20yo
60"/"
Sp gdnittm
43V"
sTvo
4lv"
t40a
were being compared, th€ criteria
and downstream sections in the
I
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Table 3.21 Macro-invertebrate taxa which have notable associatioff wilh eiiher lvr?t@
l rlea or Pottt flogelon peclirrdus arnongst floating rnacmphytes. Notable
associations ,re shown in bold in lhe table.
Sphaeiun comeum (L.')
Asellus aqualicus (L.)
Cloeoh dipterum (L.)
Cloeofi simile Eaton
Sisare (SE@a) sD.
SEdm tibsiidtit falleni (Fieber)
Dytiscidae
Polycehtropus sp.
Cicolopus so.
Orlhocldiu; sg.
Poly pe di I um (Pen tapedilun) sp.
lutea
10%
l0%
0%
t0%
0%
0%
0v.
50y"
500/o
toyo
t00
Pot@ ogeton
pecundus
1rv,
570/r
86V,
1rv"
lO0Yo
570h
570h
t4yo
100"/"
57"/"
57vo
3.3.5 Taxa of conseralion impoftance
Fourteen species with conservation status occurred in one or more samples taken ftom the
study reaoh (Table 3.22). Full details of the occurences of each of these taxa are given ln
Appendix 3.10.
Table 3.22 Tara with national conseryation stitus which arc k|own to occur in ihe sludy
secdo0.
TAXON STATUS REACHES FOIJND
Gy nu lu s rcrcnicu s (F errusac) RDB2 23
Pisidium m oitesseiataz Paladihle Nb 16,27
Pi s idium sup inu n Schmidt Nb l 0,l 1 , 1 4,1 5,'1 6,1 8,
19.20.
Hepla4enia fu tco gi s sea (Retzrus) N 27
Gomphtts vulgalissimus (L.) N 16,26,27,30
Haliolus la natus Schaller Nb 25
Gyinus disrinctus Auba RDB3 27
Gy i nu s u rinator llliP)r Nb 10,22
A n.tcaena biputtulda (Marsham) Nb 22
Laccobius M.rcrc1@co,t6) rtrrrdrs Motschulsky Nb 22,26
Oulim ius maior (Rey) Na 19
Sr'a/is rig,?pes (Pictet) Nb 10,11 ,16 ,18
Ce rac lea s ehi I i s (Bu-rmeister) N 2] ,30
Leptoce tus /usitaaricz.r (Mclachlan) RDB2 30
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The conservation categories listed in Table 3.22 are as follows:
RDB2 (Vulnerable)
Taxa believed likely to move into the Endangered (RDBI) category in the near future.
Included are taxa of which most or all of the populatiols are decreasing because of over-
exploitation, extensive destruction of habitat or other ensircnmental disturbancel taxa with
populations which have been seriously depleted and whose ultimate security is not yet
assured; and taxa with populations that may still be abundant but are uDder threat from serious
adverse factors throughout their range.
RDB3 (Rare)
Taxa with small populatioas ${ich are not at present Endangered or Vulnerable, but are at
risk. These taxa are usually localised within restricted geographical areas or habitats ot are
thinly scattered over a more extensve range. Usually, such taxa arc not likely to exist in
more than fffteen l0km squares of the National Grid. This critetion may be relaxed where
populations are likely to exist in over fifteen lokm squares but occupy small areas of
especially vuloerable habitat.
N (Nationally Scarce - formerly Nationally Notable)
Taxa which do not fall u.ithin RDB categodes 1-3 but which are none-tle-less uncommon in
Great Britaitr and thought to occui in fewer tha! a hundred 10km squares of the National
Grid.
In some cases the Sca.celNotable category is sub-divided into classes Na and Nb which are
defined as follows
Na Nationally Scarce taxa known to occur in thirty or less 10km squares of the
National Grid
Nb Nationally Scarce taxa kno\4n to occur itr nore than tlirry but less than a
hundred l0km squares of the National Grid
Brief details of the national distribution, habitat preferences add ecology of each taxon are
given in the following texf together with information on two other ]davstJatr laxa. Br@rchiura
soweftyii Beddud alod Borcobdella ventcda (Miiller), from groups which are lot generally
ascribed conservation status.
Gy taiu s rcrcnicus (F erasac)
There remains some doubt about the idertity of this species compared to specimens bearing
the sarne name ilr other parts of Europe. In Bdtaitr, the species is restricted to tho Thames
between Oxford and Marlow and to a few of its libutaries, including the Loddetr (Bntton
1991). Irr the Thames, it lives in backwaters and quiet stretches otr weeds and stotres Even
in the Thames, this species is rarely captured alive, although empty shells are more commonly
found, as was the case for ihe records contributing to the data-base id this study (Pond Action
1992). Kemey (in Bratton l99l) considers that its main threats ale watet pollution o. gross
habitat disturbance ard states that "a serious pollution incident in lhe Upper Thames would
probably destroy most of the population".
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Pisidium moilessei.rlrm Paladihle
The distribution range of this taxon is quite extensive for a species with national conservation
status. Ellis (1978) defines its range as most ofthe more central and westem patts of Engla[d
south from Yorkshire. Its eastern range exteods to Norfolk and its westem range to Comwall.
It is listed as occurdng in lakes, rivers and canals but its assumed riverine distribution is
larger, slower-flowing watetcourses. Ellis (1978) gives no information on the ecology of this
specles.
Pisidium supinxm Schmidt
According to Ellis (1978r, P. suptuum inhabits large slow flowing rivors in England No.th to
Yorkshire. He gives no information on the ooology of this species.
B r@tchiu tu sov erbyi i Bedd[d
The origins of this species in Britain are unclear. It was once thought to have been
irtroduced ftom the Far East (Stephenson 1930) although Brinkhust and Jamiesod (1971)
have postulated tiat it occurs naturally itr Britai! but only becomes abuodant itr the prcsence
of thermat pollution. The first known British rocord was ftom the Royal Botanical Soci€ty's
Gardens at Kew but this species has often been recorded in the Thames, particularly
do\rynstream ofheated effluent outlets (Aston 1966) such as downstream ofthe "Dreadnought"
reach at Reading.
B ore obde IIa ve rrucda o'fjllet\
Elliott add Tullett (1982) record ihis species as rare, with just two English records. Sioce
then, the Institute ofFreshwater Ecology have recorded this specimen from two further sites
on the Thames and otre on the lower Tent. In the rest of Euope it has been found in lakes
and slow flowing streams and rivers- It feeds on molluscs and to carries young itr June aDd
July. However, litde else is known about ils ecology (EUiott and Matrn 1979).
H e ptagenia ft rco gi ssea (Retzius)
The distribution ofrhis taxon is given by Bratton (1990) as the Thames, the Kemet and Avon
Canal, minor chanoels of the fuver Neoe, the Derwent, West Beck and River Hull in
Yorkshire and a snall sfieam at Mochrum in Ga.lloway. In addition to three records ftom lhe
Thames, the Iostitute of Freshwater Ecology have also captured this taxon at two sites on dle
Yorkshire Derwert and from seven sites irr Scotland, principally on lhe River Cree. The
preferred habitrt is on the stony substratum. It also occurs amongst the vegetation of
calcareous vers (Bratton 1990), although it is known to be tolerant of acidifrcalion.
Amongst he threats to this species, Bratton (1990) lists industrial and urban development and
dre ooncomitant risks of pollution, river engineering works which increase flow rates but
eliminate side channels, pollution from fish farms and low flows. Increased siltation also
poses a threat, including that arising from affolestation. He recommends that the vegetation
of river margios and banks should be managed to ensure the presence of shelter for the adult
stages of this species.
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Gom phur \iu lgati ss ih u s (L.)
This species is confrned to seven river systgms in souhem Britain (Merritt, Moore and
Eversham 1966). These are the Thames, Arun, Dee (Wales), Sevem, Wye, Twyi and Teifi.
It has disappeared from several other rivets iD Southem Britain in the last thirty years. Its
preferred habitat is silq and muddy substrata in unpolluted dvels of moderate to slow speed.
The larvae take at least three years to develop. According to Merritt, Moore and Eversham
(1966), this qecies is wlnerable to pollution and to the increased use of rivers by pleasure
boats vhose wash can dislodge and drovn lalge numbe$ of emergilg adults in May.
H al iplu s lant i nqtu s S.hallet
According to Balfour-Browne (1939), this species occurs as far north as Northumberland, as
far east as east Norfolk and as far west as SoDrerset. Friday (1988) states it is most
widespread. in East Anglia. lts preferred hsbitat is given in both souces as rivers, canals add
silt ponds. Neither give details of is ecology.
Gydnvs distinctus Aube
This species was formerly known as Gyrizl s colymbus. It occurs mainly in lakes and drains,
with occasional records thrcughout he British Isles (Balfour-Browre 1950' Friday 1988)
Gyinut uinatot Illrget
Like the previous species, isolated specimens of this species have been taken throughout the
British Isies but nowhere is it widesp.ead lts prefened habitat is lowland rivers (Balfour-
Browne 1950, Friday 1988) Amongst the gyrinids, it is unusual for the longer periods ihat
it spends benealh the surface than most other British species (Balfow-Browne 1939)'
A nac@na bipustulda (Ma$ham)
A. bipust da is most fieque[tly recorded in the south and west of Englard and in Wales
although there are also northem English records. It inhabits stleams, rivers and quarry pitj
(Friday 1988).
L@cobius M@rolaccotirr,,l sizudrs Motschulsky
Occasional specimens of this species ale taken thJoughout England and Wales where it is
most commonly found in slow flowing drains and new ponds'
Oulimrius major (Rey)
Most records of this species are from the south west, south east and Adglian regions of
England, with oocasional records from Wales The taxon is most commonly found in fen
drJns and slow flowing lowland rivers (Friday 1988) The taxon was recorded in Britain for
the first iime in 1980 in the River Teme, Wotcestershire (Parry 1980) Records held by the
Institute of Freshwater Ecology are mainly from watercouses with silty substraia (Furse et
al 1986).
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S i al i s h i g n p e s (P tctet)
The first British records of this species were in the mid-1970s (Bamard 1977). Records of
this species are becoming increasingly common now lhat a good key is available (Elliott
1996). These raoge flom southem England to Scotland and Ireland. It tends to occur most
commonly in calcareous rivers, streams add lakes (O'Connot aod O'Grady 1990). It may have
particu.lar affinities with Seirpus lacustis and other emergent macrophytes since it is known
to place its eggs on the dead stems ofthese species above the water-line (Kaiser 1961, Fozard
and Clelland l98l). Little is known of the life history of this species although the flighr
period appears lo be May and June (Elliott 1996)-
Ce mclea senilis (Burmeister)
Wallace (1991) cites records of this species in nine counties in south east England and East
Angli4 together wirh confirmed records for Nottinghamshire and Galloway and unconfirmed
records for the River Tent in Staffordshire and the River Doon ia Ayrshire. The larvae live
m slow-flowing rivels, with a variety ofsubstratum types, where it feeds on s?onges (wallace
l99 l ) .
Leplocerus luritoticus (Mclachlan)
The only confirmed British records cited by Wallace (1991) are from the Thames at Day's
Lock and from the fuver Thame at Dorchester, with an adult specimen also taken from
Shiplake, near Henley- The data-base record for the current study is ftolr Whitchurch Weir
in 1990 (Blackbum et al. 1995). The confirmed qrecimens referred to by Wa[ace (1991)
were found ol1 tree roots. Wallace (1991) gives no information on the ecology of this species.
The fact that this species is largely confioed to the Thames means that it is particutarly
vuLnerable to loss of ecological quality in this rivet system. Its occunence on ree roots
implies that the marghal zones, possibly near the wate.-line, are particularly importa[t.
3,4 Mitigation
A review of the literature on the impacts of iate!-basin water transfer is set out in Mann &
Bass (1995), itrcludiqg assessments of the likely impacts on macro"invertebrate assemblages.
3.4,1 Discharye
The recommendations made in the fish section ofthis report also hold for macro-invertebrates.
Most macro-invertebrate species are resilient to gradual change because this is the nolmal
seasooal and anoual pattem. Sudden changes in discharge are more likely to have a
deleterious effect, particularly upon those species living at the wate6,edge, including those
associated wiih marginal aad floating macrophytes, which are themselves susceptible to the
impacts of rapid flow changes.
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I3.4.2 Sediment
Increased sediment loads arld turbidity could have a range of direct and indirect impacts on
aquatic macro-invertebrates. The accumulation of fines may impact habitat diversity and
quality directly on river bed or indirectly through its impact on plants. Sediments may also
bind potentially harmfrll chemicals within the sediment. Whereas most macro-invertebrate
species are more likely to be disadvantaged than favoured by iucreased siltation and turbidity,
some filter-feeding species are likely to benefit.
Indirect effects on macrophytes, which act as habitats for invertebrates, include a reduction
in production due to light attenuation from increased turbidity and the deposition of silt on
stem and leaf surfaces. Siltation of marginal zones may favour some plant species through
the provision of a favourable rooting substratum but this material may be more susceptible
to the eroding idpact of wave action and the plants more susceptible to wash-out.
In summary, the impacts of increased sediment load and turbidity will vary according to the
extent and quality of the sediment load and lhe macro-invertebrate taxa involved. Effects will
not always be detrimertal. Wherever possible, however, it is advisable to avoid any impacts
in order to minimise environmental change. The mosl seusible course of mitigation is to
make ample provision for sediments in the tratrsferred water to settle in the holding lagoons
before it is released into the Thames. T8Jbct et al. 4 997) also recommend that resideace time
and aeration of water in rhe transfer pipe should be maoaged ro prevent build up ofsediment
in the pipework and settlement ponds
3.4J Temperaaure
The temperature profile of the water is expected to show little change in respo$e to the water
transfer and is very unlike to extend the range of Domal annual variation. No discernable
impacts upon macro-ioverlebmtes are expected aDd no specific mitigation measures are
anticipated.
3.4.4 Water chemistry
Most macro-invertebnte taxa have a relatively broad raoge of toleraDoe to traturally occurritrg
chemicals and no substantial impacts are e)eected from the differences in normal baseline
chemistry of the Sevem aod Tha$es (Talb ot et al. 1997). They also showed that both rivers
appeared to be relatively free of micro-organrc oDtamination
It is assumed that the transferred water will be frequendy tested at or just upstream of the
point of abstraction from the Severn and iII the settlement ponds in order to test for abnormal
levels of potentially harmful substances in the Severn itself, or as a result of chatges that
occur in the transfer pipeline. It is also assumed that release will be suspended if abnormal
and potentially hamful concentrations of such substances are detected.
Transfered water should be well oxygenated uring the release prooess to avoid any possible
impacts of low dissolved oxygen levels at the point of release.
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3.4.5 Transfer of biota
It is feasible that specimens of macro-invertebrates may be transferred from the Sevem to the
Thames. However, in view of the efficient dispersal mechanisms of most species, the broad
range of taxa in the Thames and additional taxa ilt its tributaxies and the presence of few
species in the Sevem which are not already present in the Thames, transfer of macro-
itrvertebrate taxa is not likely to be a problem.
The one possible exception is the zebra musseL, Drcissena polyn olpla (Pallas), which occurs
in the Sevem. This taxon occurs in the lower Thames, certainly as far upsfeam as Reading
(Institute of Freshwater Ecology unpublished records) but does not appeax to have colonised
the St John's to Caversham section of the river. This taxon is potentially a nuisance species
with a propensity to clog the inlets and outlets of power statrons and other industrial
installations (Nalepa and Schloesser 1993).
Once established within a system a variety of more or less effective control mechanisms are
available including oxidising chemicals (Klerks, Fraleigh and Stevenson 1993) and
cblorination, surface coating, heat treatment, dryiog, water velocity and microsieves (Jenner
and Janssen-Mommen 1993). Most ofthese techniques are designed to eradicate stablished
populations in inlet and outlet pipes but some, including the use of microsieves have potential
application during the transfer process if the threat of trar$fer is perceived to be significant
Further sampling of Sevem populations near the abstraction point may be necessary in ordet
to evaluate the extent of that threat.
3-45 Trmsfer of disease
Ihis is not considered to be an important issue.
3.5 Ftrture Monitoring
The preceding analyses have shown that the ecological quality of the St John's Lock to
Caversham Lock, as determined usidg RryPACS UI, is generally of a high standard. Almost
all samples were classified in the top ecological qua.lity class, biological baud A, of the 5M
system (Environment Agarcy 1971).
It has also been shown that a very diverse range of taxa have been found in this section and
that many of the taxa have distinct habitat preferences.
The objective of the futue monitoring programme should be to demonstrate that both the
ecological quality of the river and the diversity of its macro-invedebrate assemblages are
maintained during periods of flow augmentation from Sevem-Thames fiansfer water or any
olher source. The following recommendations are based upon the implementation of the
fiansfer scheme but may be modified, as necessary, to apply to altemative schemes uch as
the South West Oxfordshire Reservoir Development Scheme (SWORDS).
The recommendations take paticular account of the low level of routine macro-invertebrate
monitoring in the Buscot reach and those reaches immediately downstream of it. Aoother
consideration has been the need for the monitoring scheme to be achievable within the
staffhg and fi-nancial resources available to the Agency.
I
3,5.1 Monitoring ecological quality
ID orde. to demonstrate that the ecological quality of the study sectiou of the river remains
within the normal temporal range, routine monitoridg using established sampling techoiques
(Environment Agency 1997) should be maintained at all cuffert sites (i.e sampled in 1994 and
or 1995) with an existitrg time series ol data of at least five years Table 3.23 Single samples
should be collected in spring and autumd of each year-
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Table 3,23
Reach oo.
Reach l0
Reach l8
Reach 19
Reach 22
Reach 23
Reach 30
Sites where mutine monitoring should be maintained each spring and autumn I
I
t
Agency site name
St Iohn s
Water Intake, Swioford
Trout Inn Godstow
Top of Sandford Lock Cut
Abingdon Weir
Whitchurch Weir
Agenry sample
!umbet
(PUTRo10?)
(PTHR.or 14)
(PTI{R01lo)
(PTHR.0l09)
(PTHR0077)
(PTHR.0r l5)
First saEpled
1987
1980
1980
I  O l t
'1980
1990
In addition, routine monitoring needs to be instigated itr lhe Buscot. reach-(Reach ll) as
-un"i of *g*"v. No sampling has been undcnaken in this reach sitrce 1977 when ihere
*"." ioA""ti-o"t of 
"nvironmental 
stress- Contributary factors may have included the drought
*i'f"ffr$,ilg n*At over the previous twelve months- It is islperative that new baseline
conditioos ari established pdor to the opention of the water transfer scheme
The routine modtoring point PUTRoloT can act as aD upstrearn conlrol poht for monitonng
the impact of augmentlation lt is recommeaded that two sampling sites are established in the
i".*irr"J, 
"i'" 
U"ween 0.5 and lkm dov;nstream of the augmentailon lelease point and
the other near the bottom of the reach.
Id order to monitor whethet any lmpacrs detected in the Buscot rcach during years of
;;;i;" persist doltdstream, it ls further recommended that routine sites are also
"rr?-tii.n"i 
- 6"f*. trzl aod Shifford (15) reaches This wilt frll tbe exi'sting gap in the
"u.pG "o-.tt 
U"t*""n St loho't (PLriR.ol07) and Swinford (PTHR0ll4)'
3,5.2 Monitoring faunal diversity
In order to demonstrate that faunal diversity is maintained during years of-algmentatlon' rt
is reclnmended that a regulal habitat specidc sampling programme is established wirh faunal
identification at specigs level
The FBA suvey procealures (Furse 1978) Present a pattem for the sanpling procedures lo
it^i r"*"y tnilv't"*ples were collected in each study reach; ten in the margin' ten from
lr"g"tutioo 
"od 
i"n from mid-channel saoples Marginal and vegelation samples were
""if""taj ry 30 seconds of active 
pond-netting wbilst midslream sam- ples were collected by
airtift sampte. 6aactey 1972) and were based on single 15 second blasts of air' The precise
O",uiftofart-Uif **ptlttg -itt nuty according to the design of sampler used Providing a
tout i, r".atv evailaile on site, collectioa of a given set of thirty samples hould take no
more than two days.
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It is recommended that this sampling regime is undertaken at five yearly intervals and in all
years in which the augmentation scheme is operated.
It is further recommended that this habitat specific sampling progranme should be
implemented in the St John's, Buscot, Grafton and Shifford reaches. This will establish an
upsEeam control reach (St John's), two reaches most likely to be impacted by the
augmentation (Buscot and Grafton) and a downskeam cotrtrol reach (Shifford). It will also
offer a measue of comparability with 1977 whetr both the Buscot and Shifford reaches were
sampled in this way.
In order to limit the time needed to analyze the samples collected, it is recommended that no
detailed identifications be made of the following groups; Oligochaeta, Hydracarina and
Chironomidae. It is further recommended that extemal specialist identification of Sphaeriidae
is conkacted in order to determine whether taxa of national cotrservation status are Dresent
(Table 3 .22).
The habitat specific sarnpling should ideally be co-ordioated with the macrophyte sampling
prcgramme rccoDrmended in the following chapter but consideration may need to be given
to a rolling proglarnme, with sampling effort divided between two years, where resouce
limitations make this desirable.
35.3 Monitodng tara of coNervalion importance
Regular saspling programmes to monitor the presence of taxa with tratiooal cotrservatron
status is trot recommended because the process itself may impact upon the taxa being
monitored.
Instead it is recommended that sub-sets of routine modtoring samples be identified to species
level either intemally or by contracting out to specialist organisations.
3.5.4 Otherrecommendations
It is reconmended that lhe time sedes of BMWP index values held for many sites (Tabte
3.23) is examined in relation to discharge levels over the same period to determine whether
ihere are any statistical relationships betweetr the two sets of values and arly indicatioDs of
critical discharge levels associated with loss of ecological quality.
It is recommetrded that steps are taken to establish the status of Dreissena polymotpha
populations in the Severn and any remedial steps that may be necessary to prevent inter-basin
tratrsfer.
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4.1 Intmduction
Existilg macrophyte records were sought from the same sources as the macro-inveitebrate
data (see section 3.1).
The only available data-set of any detail was thar collected during the FBA'S 1977 survey
(Furse 1978). In this study frequency data were collected for all observable aquatic
macrophytes between St John's Lock and Benson's Lock (Figure 3.2).
Moaitoring was undertakeo from a moving vessel travelling at an approximately comtant
speed of 7km h'. Data were collected moving downstream aDd expressed as frequencies of
occurence per sampling unit for each interJock reach. A sampling unit comprised two
miDutes oftravel (approximately 250m). Successive sampling units were from altemate ban-ks
since only those macrophytes on one bank could be identified at a time and between bank
differences needed to be eliminated.
The only other data source was fuver Corddor Suweys undenaken for lhe Envirolment
Agercy in 1992 by Ecosurveys Limited and River Habitat Surveys undertaken by IFE as part
of the curent contaact.
Two River Corridor surveys were undertaken by Ecosurveys Ltd betweetr May and August
(Ecosurveys Ltd 1992a, 1992b). One survey covered the section betweeD E)rrrshas and
Saldford aDd the other the section between Abingdon and Benson Locks. Sampling was
undertaken according to the standard NRA and English Naturc methodology operating at that
time and included the main river aod side channels. Watercourses were divided into 500m
lengths and, in the Thames, aquatic macrophytes were recorded from a boat.
Data on the IFE surveys are presented elsewhere @ass & Collett, 1997)
4.2 Meltods
The FBA data were stored in lhe same relational data-base using the same system of rcach
classification as for the macro-invertebrates. Confirmation of identifications were often made
in the field by the specialist botanist Sylvia Haslam, then of Caobridge Udversity, who was
present on the research vessel during the sampling of several of the upper reaches.
The results were less complex than many nacro-invertebrate samples and were not supported
by extensive eaviroDmeotal o. habitat data.
Conversely the Ecosurveys data were too complex for inclusion in the data.set and the user
is referred to the original documents (Ecosurveys Ltd 1992q 1992b) where individual oaps
of each 500m length are presented. The executive summaries aad key supportitrg tables and
frgures from these repo s are given in Appendix 4.1.
4.3 Resulb
The longitudinal frequency distribution of all macrophytes recorded during the FBA 1977
suwey are given in Figure 4. 1.
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River flow -,,-- ''
nigurc 4.1 A histogram of the frequency of occuntnce of twefiy Inl:--pfry bra in each
ofeighteen inteFl;k rcaches fmm 10 (St .tohn's to Buscog to 26 (clifton to Day's)'
Frequlncies detemined by prcsence or absence of sightings during fired time pefiods of
downshtam boat havel at a cotrstant speed.
Spr.ganiqm .rccts$ L.
Sprrganium emersum Rehmrn
Butomu! [mbellatu! L.
Iars pscrdrcorus L.
Typha latifolir L.
Phdgmiter .u,'trdi! (Crv.) Trin. er St.ud.
Phihris rrundin.cc, L.
Crrcx sp.
Clycerir mdimr (Hrrtm.) Holmberg
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Potrmog.ton peth.!t|' L
Pot Dotdo. lodu L
Srgi(ir.ir Msittilolia L
R.nunc'rlurprtrici[.tor @uhort)
tr'igurr 4.1 (continued) A histogEm of the frcquency of occunrnce of tEn macrrphyb taxa
in each of eighteen interlock rEaches film l0 (St .bhn's to Bus.ot) and 26 (Oiftotr to Day's).
Frcquencies determined by prcscnce or absence of sightings duting fired time periods of
dowratrcam boat travel at ! constant speed.
My.lophyllud lptcrtun L
Pot.nogetoo p.foll.aot L
N'rph,r lala (I*) Sr''.
PotJ'goNb.mpl blob L
Rur!!.rhydml|P.thun Hudr.
V.Mlq r.!.[nqudlc. L
ve.oDics beclbungr L
Rotilp. Dstuniuu-ag{.aicutn (L) H.y.}
Rivq now -_, , +
Some taxa weae distributed over the study seotion ofthe river. However, ma.ny others showed
evidence of longitudinal zonation. The break point in the zonation of many la*a was at, or
about, Godstow Lock, upst.eam of Oxford.
Taxa which were more frequent in, or confined to, the St John,s to Godstow section included
Spary@tium efectum, Sparg@tium emenum, Sagiltaria sagittifotia, Mynophyllum spicatum,
Pot@nogeton pectincdus, P. perfoliatus and Rurnex hydrcIqahun. 'Ihe rced butomus
umbellatus howed a less marked tendency to be more frequent in the upper section.
Taxa which were more frequetrt in, or confrned to the Godstow to Benson,s Lock section
included Acotus calanus, Iis pseudacorus and Typha latifolia
4.4 Mitigation
Flowering plants, adapted to live wholly or partly ilr water, together with particular fems,
bryophytes and filamentous macro-algae, conprise the macrophytic element. Most natural
macrophytic stands also have numerous species of micro-algae, micro-organisms aud
invenebrate in close association. Macrophytic vegetatiod is usually classified by life-form
(submerged-rooted, emergent, floati.ogleaved free-floating, etc) and all main types are
repiesented in the totality of river habitats (Fox, 1992): physical featues of the channel and
of the water flow predominate. The mdn courses of much of the Sevem and long reaches of
lhe Thames are ameoable to the growlh of flow-tole.art macrophytes; side arms, backwaters,
weir leats may support many more less flow-lolerant species.
The maid concems arisiag from the proposed transfer are the passage of seeds, tudotrs or
other propagules, the opportunity for s?awdng vigouous aovel hybrids and for the carriage
of pathogenic organisms from one lo the other. Without detailed kEowledge of the fluvial
flora of either catchllent or a sound grounding in the strains represented therein, it is not
possible to predict any particular event dependent on the proposed transfer. The proponents
do need to be aware of the small risk of a viruletrt, invasive spread of a new hybrid, or of a
die.back of existing flora through the introduction of a new strain of pathogen.
4.5 F[ture Monitoring
Macrophytes should be monitored io the four rcaches selected for habitat-specific macro-
invertebrate saopling: a cotrtrol site in Reach l0 (St John's) and impact/recovery sites in
reaches 11 (Buscot), 12 (Grafton) and 15 (ShifforQ. Two sampling sites should be
established in the Buscot reach, oDe between 0.5 ard lkm of the release point for Sevem
water atrd the other at the bottom of the reach.
All these sites should be at or near the existing or recommended routitre mac.o-invertebrate
sampling sites in order that results can be crcss-refercnced. Each of the fow rea.hes is also
recommended for habitat-specific macro-invo ebrate sampling, again facilitating cross-
comparisons-
The recommended sampling methodology is the Mean Trophic Rank (MTR) method which
is boing developed as a standard procedure within the Agency (Newman e, al., in preparation).
MTR is based on the presence and abundance of aquatic macrophytes and uses a simple
scoring system to derive a single index to describe the trophic status of a site. Sampling
should be on an annual basis.
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If resouces permit, then it is recommended that the survey procedures adopted by IFE, in
1977 namely frequency of occurrence data using timed intervals of downstream boat travel,
(Furse, I 978) are repeated before the first release of augmentation water and thereafter at five-
yearly intervals to co-iDcide with the habitat-specific macro-invertebrate sampling. The
section of river covered should, at a minimum, be from St. John's to Day's Lock. This builds
on the baseline established in 1977 and, provides data pertinetrt to both the Sevem-Tharnes
transfer and the South Oxfordshire Reservoir Project.
All data should be stored in a relational database.
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. PLANKT.N
5.1 InAnduction
The objectives of this review of plaoktomc data were
. to obtain existing information on phytoplankton and zooplankton in the study
reach between St Joho's Lock and Caversham Lock
. to collate these in a series of tables afld computer f1les, thus drawing the
souces of key information together in a single bound report
. to cornoent on the significance of the data for lhe proposed Sevem-Thames
water transfel
. to idetrtiry an appiopriate monitoring programme which- wi1[ enable the impacts
of any futwe water transfer upon phytoplanlton and Plarltonic animals to be
evaluated
The orincioal source of information was Environment Agetrcy studies (Ruse and Hutchtngs
tSSe. Ruse and Love 1997). Raw data were supplied to the authors by Alison Love
(Environment Agency - Thames Region).
In this chapter tbe data holdings are listed, the potential impacts. of the proposed
transferad&esses possible biotic consequences of inte(-basi! tra$fers of river water relevant
10 phyto-platrttotr and plaDktonic adimals.
5.2 Data files
Available data were drawn together in the form of a series of files, prepared in Microsoft
Access, which are held by both the Institute of Freshwater Ecology (IFE) ard the
Eavirodment Agency, Thames Region. The file names and their contents are as followsi
File S\{NOS
Contains 10160 lines of information, giving counts (in cells ml') of all taxa present ir each
of 23 7 trumbered water samples. Species data are stored in file SWTAX descdbed below.
File SWORDS
Contains 72 lines of information, giving chlorophyll a conceotrations (yg mf') at four sites
including Abingdon (SU 506 970) and Caversham (SU 720 741) withrn tbe review sectron
(Figure -.1). Data are held fo( 18 fo!tsrightty occasions between 10 January aod 18
September, 1996.
File SWSAM
Codtaios 854 lines of informatiotr referring to a series of suveys carried out at approximately
fortnightly intervals betweed August 1992 and September 1996). Seven of the l2 sites for
which daia are held are within the current review section (Figure 5.1). These are: Newbridge
(SP 401 ol4), Folly Bridge (SP 514 055), Abingdon (SU 506 970), Day's Lock (SU 568
935), Wallingford Dridge (SU 610 895), Goring Lock (SU 596 809) and Cavcrsham W€ir (SU
720 741). Enties are dated but not stored in chronological order within the data-base.
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Determinands which are well covered in file SWSAM, with very few blanks or missing data,
includer pH, BOD (mg I'Or), temperature ("C), dissolved orygen (o/o saturation), rotal orgatic
(Kjeldahl) nitrogen (mg I'), nitrate-N (mg l'), nitrite-N (mg f'), amrnonium-N (mg l.'),
orthophosphate-P (mg t'), total phosphate (mg 1'), silicon (mg I' SiO:), Secchi-disc reading
(cm), discharge on sampled date (mr s') and chlorophyll a concentration (pg l-r).
The data-Iile also includes ome useful interpretive terms: total sunshine hours in the previous
7 and 14 days, the discharge for the l0 days prior to sample collectior and the N:P ratio.
The file also contains total algal cell counts per ml ("TOTCELLS M"). These are derived
from counts in frelds in a counting chamber of cells cotrcentrated by sedimentation. The cell
corcentration is calculated ftom the actual couol (trot prcvided in lhe data-base) divided by
the number of fields counted ('FIELDCOUNT"), multiplied by the number of fields per ml
C'CELLFACT) and divided by the concentralion of the sample ("SAMPCONC")
File SWSIT
Contains 22 lines bearing the identities of sampling sites along the Thames, and their National
Grid References and distances from source (km). Only 12 of these stations are regularly
specified in the SWORDS and/or SWSAM data-files.
File SWTAX
Contains l74l lines of dat4 including the biological name and numeric coding assigned to
each tixon recognised in the Water Data Unit dictionary compiled by Whitton et al (1978)
The data held in these files are too extensive lo present he.e in fitly tabular form but the
option erists to incorporate them in a linled data-base wilh that coataining macro'invertebrate
ard macrophyte irformaho[.
5.J Evaluation of dle Potential Impacb of Sevem-Thames Water Transfer
5.3.1 Phytoplankton
Most of the present ideas about how atrd why phytoplankron should grow, sometimes with
conspicuous success, in rmidirectionally-flowing rivers belong to a developing paradigm
Much of this was assembled by Welch (1952), drawing heavily on work by Butcher (1932)
and Chandler (1937).
In a rccent essay, Reyrolds & Descy (1996) have critically reviewed the supposed
mechanisms underpinning the fact that larger rivers, achieving fourth ordet, characteristically
carry distinctive potamoplarlkton. River plankton is, indeed, surprisingly conservative m
composition when compared (at least, at the level of genus) with lake and reservoi!
phytoplankton, and subject o broadly regular and predictable fluctuations in abundance. The
reasons for this are partly related to the character of channels and their hydrology, and the
opportunities they provide for planktonic algae to fulfil their gro$th requirements and divide.
The relationship with length is in fact a furction of the time of travel. The more divisions
accommodated, the greater the population that can be achieved-
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This generalisation ls always subject to the dominance of physical conditions in rivers(transporl, turbulence and turbidity) of rigourous selectivity: tiue potamoplankton has to be
fast-growing, to be good light antenna nd to be capable of maintaining an inoculum in the
nver at the times when conditions suppress growth. Small centlic diatoms atrd attenuated
petrnate diatoms, each with an aoknowledged capacity for meropla.nkty, and sev€ral genera
of chlorococca.les which can be maintained as €piphytes are thus conspicuous compone[ts of
river plankton. Of course, many other species may occut, as chance introductions or colonists
under conditions of low flows (among which cryprophytes and filamentous Cyanobacteria are
often conspicuous; under prolonged flows almost any species, including of bloom-forming
cyanobacteri4 can be encountered). Thus, the plankton ofrivers can be quite species-rich at
times, yet, typically, diversity and equitability are low, centred about a core of species
conmon to all (Reynolds, 1994).
Abundance and species composition in a giveo river changes in time. Low flow' warm water
temperatures and high insolation il siauous channels all promote growth; poor insolation,
compounded by chamel depth and high suspended sediment loads, depress it; growth is very
restricted during high winter discharges. In most of the world's tiuly large dvers, in sixth-
order channels and higher, depth and turbidity combine to prevent net phytoplan-kton gro\a'th
throughout the year. Since no UK rivers exceed sixth order, we can accept a probability that
the general expectation of enhalrced downstream algal populations normally holds.
Anolher importart feature of the predominaody physical regulation of phytoplankton in riven
is that the taditional view of the importance of chemical controls (tbrough nutrients) and the
anticipated intervention ofbiotic factors (chiefly grazing by zooplankton) do not apply, except
under long, utraltered environmetrtal conditions, such as persistent low flow. Prolonged
residence, low water and high insolation drivo the anabolic processes towards the oapacities
set by the nutrietrt inputs and provide the opportunity for the dynamics of planktonic add
benthic consumers to catch up with an expanding resource. There is good evideoce, revealed
in Reynolds & Descy (1996), to the effect that grazing, by rotifers in particular, detracts ftom
the biomass supported in large, regulated European rive*, especially towards the end of
suDmer. The very high nutrient contetrts of most British rivers (Muscutt & withers, 1996)
detemines that reductions in summer biomass at low summer dischdges are more likely to
be attributable eventually to grazing a.dd not to nutrient limitatio[.
Summarising, rivers are capable of supporting large populations of phytoplankton, especiauy
in their middle and lower reacbes, and up to coocentraion-capacitities determined by lighr
income (400 - 500 pg chlorophyll '), as mediated primarily th.rough flow.
The implications for the proposed transfer are that potentially high concentrations of fluvial
algae will be transferred from the lower Sevem !o the upper Thames, at a point where, undet
presedt cilcumstances, algal populations may be often less concentrated. The mix of species
would be similar to both (though not in the sarne proportions: cf. data for the two rive6
suomarised in Reynolds (1994; for more detailed species lists, cl Reyrolds & Glaister, 1993;
Ruse & Hutchings, 1996) and eventually subject o the same powerful selective pressures
operating in the middle and lower Thames. The 0ight-determined) carrying capacity will
scarcely be altered, while the prospect of a more sustained base flow might marginally move
downstream, the point at which it is achieveable. Any dilution or enhancement ofthe nutrient
content is unlikely to alter greatly the fenility of the mixed r!r'ater (as shown experimentally
by Collie & Lund, 1980) or the ability of lhe nutrients to saturate the energylimited carrying
capacity of the algae.
No substantial risk to the algal quality of either river or abstracted water axises from the
proposed trensfer. Whatever may be the objections to such a transfer, the likely impact on the
phytoplankton of the Thames is not one of them.
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I s.4 Towards a monitoring strahgy
5.3.2 Zooplanldon
Superficially, a.nalogous deductions apply to the impact of the proposed transfer on
zooplankton. In fact, the knowledge of what species are present or likely to be present in
British rivers is less well-developed than that of the phytoplanlton. The zooplankton
complises cladocarans, copepods, protists and rotifers, but it is the latter which are the most
likely to be the most signihcant consumers of phytoplanl(on. They alone have the in situ
population gro\l'th rates that caD come close to those ofthe phytoplar*ton and which hold up
despite unidirectional f ow.
The principal species are of the gelw Brachionus and there seebs to be no good reason lo
suppose that the species differ significatrtly between the nvers.
Care must be taken, however, over the possible tra$fers of diseases, pathogeN and parasite
propagules associated with zooplankton, suspetrded benthos or similar sized panicles
An adequate basis for determining the effects of transfers of Sevem water otr the
phytoplankton of the Thames could reasonably be established with a fortighdy programme
of samples. The principal variables that require to be monitored are:
the biomass of Swertr phytoplankton transfeffed, sampled at or Just above
abstraction point and in the aqueduct at the point of discharge hto the Thames
the biomass ofThames phytoplankton at one site above the point of discharge
the biomass of Thames phytopla toD l-2 km below the point of discharge,
after good integration has been allowed to take place, and
the biomass of phytoplankton at stations approximately 5km (Buscot - Reach
ll), 10km (Crrafton - 12),25km (Shiffofd. 15) and 50 km Gmey - 22) furth€r
downstream.
Determinands hould include cell couots (with biomass/bio-volume conversion). This is far
superior to qualitative identification of the species making up the measured chlorophyll
contents, although that is bettelthaD nothing.
Zooplanktoo could be enumerated from lstger volumes of the sarne water.
Th. itensity of sampling could be relaxed pragmaticaily , as the impact of the transfe! became
recognised.
It is assumed that discharges will continue to be moaitored in the Sevem and Thames, and
that water temperatue will continue to be logged. Pumping lates are also needed in some
detail, in order to estimate the planktonic malss transfe ed. Analyses of trutrients beyond
current routines ase probably not justified.
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I fne prograrnme @ight start before the engineering work is implemented: some sort of
I 'before" baselioe is often very useful when supposedly novel consequences arc investigated.
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SUMMARY OFDATA SOURCES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR F[,]TURE MONITORh{G
On the following pages summary details are provided ofthe data sources coNulted during thrs
review (Table 6.1) and the major recomrnendations for futue monitoring (Table 5.2).
Unless given in full io Table 5.1, references cited in this table are those listed in the
respective chapte$ of ihe various taxonomic groups.
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